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WHAT IS A CLINICAL PRACTICE GUIDELINE?

Clinical Practice Guideline
A clinical practice guideline is 
a series of recommendations 
created to inform clinicians of 
best practices, based on best 
available evidence
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The definition of a clinical practice guideline is a series of recommendations created to inform clinicians of best practices, based on best available evidence.  The next few slides will take you through the AAOS Clinical Practice Guideline development process.



GOALS AND RATIONALE 
OF A CLINICAL 
PRACTICE GUIDELINE 

 Improve treatment based on current best 
evidence 

 Guides qualified physicians through 
treatment decisions to improve quality and 
efficiency of care

 Identify areas for future research 

CPG recommendations are not meant to be 
fixed protocols; patients’ needs, local resources, 
and clinician independent medical judgement 
must be considered for any specific procedure 
or treatment
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goals and Rationale The purpose of a clinical practice guideline is to improve treatment based on current best evidence. A clinical practice guideline consists of a systematic review of all available literature on the topic, and demonstrates where there is good evidence, where evidence is lacking, and what topics require future research. AAOS staff and the physician work group systematically review available literature and subsequently write recommendations based on a rigorous, standardized process. Musculoskeletal care is provided in many different settings by many different providers. A guideline was created as an educational tool to guide qualified physicians and orthopaedic surgeons through a series of treatment decisions in an effort to improve the quality and efficiency of care, and should not be construed as including all proper methods of care or excluding methods of care reasonably directed to obtaining the same results. The ultimate judgment regarding any specific procedure or treatment must be made in light of all circumstances presented by the patient and the needs and resources particular to the locality or institution.



WHAT IS EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE?
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Evidence-Based Medicine is a 
Combination of:

 Individual Clinical Experience

 Best External Evidence

 Patient Values and Expectations

Individual 
Clinical 

Experience

Best 
External 
Evidence

Patient 
Values and 

Expectations

EBM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is Evidence-Based MedicineWhat is evidence-based medicine?  Clinical practice was historically viewed as the “art of medicine.” The use of the scientific method, as used in bench research, statistical analysis, and epidemiology, was rare in the world of medicine. Expert opinion, experience, and authoritarian judgment were the foundation for decision making.Habits, protocols, and traditions directed care.However,  Clinical decisions should be based on the best patient and population-based evidence.Evidence based medicine applies the scientific method into healthcare decision-making. It is an approach to medical practice intended to optimize decision-making by emphasizing the use of evidence from well designed and conducted researchIt classifies evidence by its strength, with the strongest types yielding the strongest recommendations.



WHAT IS EVIDENCE-BASED MEDICINE?

Haynes, Sackett et al, 1996 Transferring evidence from research into practice
Sacket et al, 1996, BMJ EBM: what it is and isn’t

Evidence-Based Medicine
Evidence-based medicine is 
the conscientious, explicit, 
and judicious use of current 
best evidence from clinical 
care research in the 
management of individual 
patients
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is Evidence-based Medicine:The definition of evidence-based medicine is the conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence from clinical care research in the management of individual patients.Evidence-Based Medicine combines:Individual Clinical ExperienceBest External Evidence, andPatient Values and ExpectationsAll AAOS Clinical practice guidelines (CPG) provide evidence-based recommendations for current orthopaedic diagnostic, treatment, and postoperative procedures. Multidisciplinary clinician work groups and AAOS staff work together to synthesize published research with the aim of providing a transparent and robust summary of the research findings for a particular orthopaedic disease topic. 



IOM STANDARDS FOR 
DEVELOPING 
TRUSTWORTHY 
GUIDELINES

 Establish Transparency
 Management of Conflict of Interest
 Guideline Development Group 

Composition
 Clinical Practice Guideline-Systematic 

Review Intersection
 Establish Evidence of Foundations for 

and Rating Strength of 
Recommendations

 Articulation of Recommendations 
 External Review
 Updating
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
IOM StandardsWhen treating patients, doctors and healthcare providers often are faced with difficult decisions. They are dependent on the scientific literature, in addition to their knowledge, experience, and patient preferences, to educate their decisions on how to treat. Clinical practice guidelines are statements that include recommendations intended to optimize patient care. Because of the expansive number of clinical practice guidelines available, users found it difficult to determine which guidelines were of high quality. Users needed a method to distinguish high caliber, trustworthy clinical practice guidelines to aide with their health-related decision making. In 2008, U.S. Congress asked the Institute of Medicine (IOM) to undertake a study on the best methods used to develop clinical practice guidelines. Their efforts resulted in the development of eight standards for developing rigorous, trustworthy clinical practice guidelines. The AAOS uses these standards when developing their Clinical Practice Guidelines.
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CLINICAL PRACTICE GUIDELINE
PROCESS FLOWCHART  

1. Select CPG Topic

2. Assemble Work 
Group Members (WG)

3. WG formulates 
PICO questions, set 
inclusion criteria at 

Introductory Meeting

4. Literature Review 
and Appraisal

AAOS staff 
methodologists, in 

conjunction with work 
group (WG) members, 
review and appraise 

literature

6. Review Periods
Peer Review and Public 

Comment review periods

5. Final Meeting
WG meets in-person to: 

• Review quality 
appraisals and evidence 
tables

• Assign grade/rating for 
each recommendation 
based on evidence

• Develop final 
recommendations 

• Construct risk/harms 
statements 

• Define future research 
needs

7. Approval Process

8. Communication, 
Dissemination, and 

Implementation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First Steps to Constructing a CPG Clinical Practice Guidelines (CPG) and Systematic Reviews (SR) are prepared by physician CPG or SR Development Groups (clinical experts) with the assistance of the AAOS Department of Clinical Quality and Value. The difference between a CPG and a SR is the size of the project. CPGs can ask anywhere from 10-30 PICO questions, resulting in 10-30 separate literature reviews, whereas a SR asks 4-7 questions. The smaller scope of the SR lends itself to a quicker turnaround and involves less staff resources and clinician volunteer time commitments. The initial step in creating Clinical Practice Guidelines is the nomination of CPG or SR Topics.  These topics are then voted upon, via an electronic survey, by the AAOS Evidence-Based Quality and Value Committee (EBQV) members, thus choosing which of the topics will ultimately move forward as a new guideline or systematic review. When reviewing and appraising the literature, the workgroup may decide that the quality and quantity of the evidenced included lends itself more to a SR rather than a CPG, and decide to proceed with a SR instead. However, the workgroup does not have the option to choose to construct a systematic review for some recommendations and a clinical practice guidelines for other recommendations.
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Formulating PICOs

“P”
Population or 

patient

“I”
Intervention 
or variable of 

interest  

“C”
Comparison

“O”
Outcome

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Formulating PICO Questions The clinician work group commences their work on the Clinical Practice Guideline by constructing a set of PICO questions. These questions specify the patient population of interest (P), describing the most important characteristic of the patient such as age, disease or condition, and gender.  Next is  the intervention of interest (I), describe the main intervention, such as drug or other treatment, or diagnostic or screening test.  The comparison (C), what is the main alternative being considered, such as placebo, standard therapy, no treatment, or the “gold” standard.  And lastly, what is the outcome (O), what are you trying to accomplish, measure, improve or affect, such as reduce mortality, morbidity, improve memory. They function as questions for the systematic review, but not as final recommendations or conclusions.   These parameters provide clarity in defining inclusion criteria for the literature review and evaluating the evidence.  Once established, these a priori PICO questions cannot be modified until the final guideline work group meeting.
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Inclusion/Exclusion 
Criteria

Standard inclusion criteria include:
 Must study humans
 Must be published in English
 Must be published in or after 1966
 Can not be performed on cadavers

Work group members define additional 
exclusion criteria based on PICO question

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Study Selection Criteria:A priori article inclusion criteria is constructed for all CPGs and SRs. These criteria are our “rules of evidence” and articles that did not meet them are, for the purposes of this guideline, not evidence. The AAOS has standard inclusion criteria for guideline development and work group members further refine inclusion/exclusion criteria a priori at the introductory meeting. To be included in a systematic review, all articles must be on the following: Article must be a full article report of a clinical study Studies must appear in peer-reviewed publication.  For studies that used “paper-and-pencil” outcome measures, only those that have been validated are included. For any given follow-up time point in any included study, there must be patient ≥ 50% patient follow-up.  If the follow-up is >50% but <80%, the quality will be downgraded by one level.Must have >10 patients per group Must study humansMust be published in EnglishMust be published in or after 1966All results must be quantitatively presented Can not be an in vitro study Can not be biomechanical studyCan not be performed on cadaversSurrogate outcomes are evaluated only when no patient oriented outcomes are available. The following type of articles are excluded from guideline review: Retrospective non-comparative case series, medical record reviews, meeting abstracts, meta-analyses, systematic reviews, historical articles, editorials, letters, and commentariesConfounded studies that give patients the treatment of interest and along with another treatmentCase studies that have non-consecutive enrollment of patients Controlled trials where patients were not stochastically assigned to groups, difference in patient characteristics or outcomes at baseline, and authors did not statistically adjust for these differences when analyzing the resultsAll studies evaluated as “very low quality”, andComposite measures or outcomes even if they are patient-orientated Literature Search Strategies for the 2014 Hip Fractures in the Elderly Clinical Practice Guideline Include:#1 Hip Fractures[mesh] OR Femoral Neck Fractures[mesh] OR (Hip Joint[mesh] OR Hip Injuries[mesh] OR Hip[mesh] AND fracture*[tiab]) OR (“hip fracture”[tiab] OR “hip fractures”[tiab]) OR (Joint Capsule/injuries[mesh] AND (hip[tiab] OR hips[tiab])) #2 fracture*[tiab] AND (“femoral neck”[tiab] OR “low energy”[tiab] OR basicervical[tiab] OR midcervical[tiab] OR subcapital[tiab] OR trochanter*[tiab] OR subtrochanter*[tiab] OR peritrochanter*[tiab] OR intertrochanter*[tiab]) #3 Aged[mesh] OR elderly[tiab] #4 Fractures, Spontaneous[Majr] OR Periprosthetic Fractures[Majr] #5 (animal[mh] NOT human[mh]) OR cadaver[mh] OR cadaver*[titl] OR ((comment[pt] OR editorial[pt] OR letter[pt] OR "historical article"[pt]) NOT "clinical trial"[pt]) OR addresses[pt] OR news[pt] OR "newspaper article"[pt] OR pmcbook OR "case report"[titl] #6 ("2012/12/03"[Date - Publication] : "2013/04/23"[Date - Publication]) AND English[la] #7 (#1 OR #2) AND #3 #8 #7 NOT (#4 OR #5) #9 #8 AND #6 Sorted by study type #10 Medline[tw] OR systematic review[tiab] OR Meta-analysis[pt] #11 "Clinical Trial"[pt] OR (clinical[tiab] AND trial[tiab]) OR random*[tw] OR "Therapeutic #12 #9 AND #10 #13 #9 AND #11 NOT #10 #14 #9 NOT (#11 OR #10) 
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Literature Searches  
 Databases used:

 PubMed
 EMBASE (Excerpta Medica dataBASE) 
 CINAHL (Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allies 

Health Literature) 
 Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials 

 Search using key terms from work group’s PICO 
questions and inclusion criteria

 Secondary manual search of the bibliographies of 
all retrieved publications for relevant citations

 Recalled articles evaluated for inclusion based on 
the study selection criteria

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Literature SearchesThe systematic review commences with a comprehensive search of the literature by the medical librarian. Articles considered are published in four electronic databases; PubMed, EMBASE (Excerpta Medica dataBASE), CINAHL (Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allies Health Literature), and The Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials. The search is conducted by using only the key terms which were previously established from the work group’s a priori inclusion criteria and PICO questions. The search is then supplemented with a manual search of the bibliographies of all retrieved publications, recent systematic reviews, and other review articles for potentially relevant citations. Recalled articles were evaluated for possible inclusion based on the study selection criteria and were summarized for the work group who assisted with reconciling possible errors and omissions. 
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Best Evidence Synthesis 
 Include only highest quality 

evidence for any given outcome if 
available 

 If there are fewer than two 
occurrences of an outcome of this 
quality, the next lowest quality is 
considered until at least two 
occurrences have been acquired. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Best Evidence Synthesis When addressing a recommendation, only the best available evidence for any given outcome is included.  If available, the highest quality evidence for any given outcome is included first. In the absence of two or more occurrences of an outcome of this quality, the next lowest quality of an outcome is considered until at least two or more occurrences of an outcome have been acquired. For example, if there were two ‘moderate’ quality occurrences of an outcome that addressed a recommendation, the ‘low’ quality occurrences of this outcome would not be included.  A summary of the evidence that met the inclusion criteria, but was not considered the best available evidence can be viewed by recommendation in Appendix VI of the guideline’s full text pdf. 
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STRENGTH OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

STRENGTH OVERALL STRENGTH OF EVIDENCE STRENGTH VISUAL

STRONG Two or more HIGH Strength Studies
with consistent findings

MODERATE 1 HIGH OR 2 MODERATE strength studies with 
consistent findings

LIMITED

One or more LOW strength studies and/or only 1 
MODERATE strength study

with consistent findings or evidence from a single, 
or the evidence is insufficient, or conflicting

CONSENSUS

Expert opinion (no studies)
No supporting evidence in the absence of reliable 

evidence. Work group is making a 
recommendation based on their clinical opinion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Defining the Strength of the Recommendations Judging the quality of evidence is only a stepping stone towards arriving at the strength of a CPG or SR recommendation. The strength of recommendation also takes into account the quality, quantity, and the trade-off between the benefits and harms of a treatment, the magnitude of a treatment’s effect, and whether data exists on critical outcomes. Strength of recommendation communicates the level of confidence one can have in a recommendation. Thusly, the strength expresses how conceivable it is that a recommendation will be overturned by future evidence. It is extremely difficult for future evidence to overturn a recommendation that is based on many high caliber randomized controlled trails that demonstrate a large effect. It is more probable that future evidence will overturn recommendations derived from a few small retrospective comparative studies. Consequently, recommendations based on the former kind of evidence are given a “strong” strength of recommendation and recommendations based on the latter kind of evidence are assigned a “limited” strength.When making guidelines, each article that meets the inclusion criteria is appraised for quality and applicability and will be downgraded if there are flaws related to bias, lack of controls, insufficient power, or one of the other domains.  Studies are designated as high, moderate or low strength based on the result of the Appraise methodology.  Guideline recommendations are then rated as Strong, Moderate, Limited or Consensus based on the supporting evidence as outlined in this table. Please note that the work group is only permitted to make a consensus-based recommendation when there is no evidence to support the recommendation and when not establishing a recommendation could have catastrophic consequences. 
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TRANSLATING RECOMMENDATIONS IN A CPG

STRENGTH OF 
RECOMMENDATION PATIENT COUNSELING TIME DECISION AIDS IMPACT OF FUTURE 

RESEARCH

Strong Least
Least important, unless the 

evidence supports no 
difference between two 
alternative interventions

Not likely to change

Moderate Less Less important Less likely to change

Limited More More Possible / Anticipates

Consensus Most Most Important Impact unknown

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Translating Recommendations in a Clinical Practice Guideline:As demonstrated in the table, with stronger recommendations, physicians will need to spend less time counseling patients, as they do not need to weigh the pros and cons of proposed treatments.  Evidence is strongly favoring one treatment over another.  The effect of future research is not likely to change the proposed treatment option.  As the recommendation strength declines, the more probable the physician will need to provide additional time discussing treatment alternatives, in addition to providing decision aids to help patients see the pros and cons of treatments, so they can use their own preferences/values to determine the best course of treatment.  Future research is more likely to impact the use of these recommendations.



Assessing Quality of Evidence

• All included studies undergo a quality 
assessment. 

• Each study’s design is evaluated for risk 
of bias and receives a final quality 
grade, depending on the number of 
study design flaws. 

• Study quality tables are made available 
to the work group in the final data 
report and the final publication of the 
guideline/systematic review.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In accessing the quality of evidence, it is necessary that all included studies undergo a quality assessment, each study’s design is then evaluated for risk of bias and receives a final quality grade, depending on the number of study design flaws, and study quality tables are made available to the work group in the final data report and the final publication of the guideline or systematic review.
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RESULTS OF QUALITY 
ASSESSMENT:
STUDY ATTRITION 
FLOWCHART 

(*Provisional)
(^Included recalled articles that the librarian 
was unable to retrieve and articles not in English)

14996 articles 
excluded from title 
and abstract review 

16799 abstracts 
reviewed, search 

performed on 
6/27/2013

1627 articles recalled 
from abstract review 

1748 articles recalled 
for guideline 

121 articles added 
after doing manual 
bibliography search 
of published reviews 

1602*^ articles 
excluded after full 
text review for not 

meeting the 
inclusion criteria or 
not best available 

evidence 146 articles included 
after full text review 
and quality analysis 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Study Attrition FlowchartThe study attrition diagram provides a detailed description of the number of identified abstracts and recalled and selected studies that were evaluated in the systematic review of the Management of Hip Fractures in the Elderly Clinical Practice Guideline. Of the initial 16799 abstracts, only 146 were included after the full-text review and quality analysis.  The literature search strategies used to identify the abstracts are included in the Appendix IV section of the guideline’s full text pdf, and is available for review in AAOS’ OrthoGuidelines. 



Voting on the Recommendations 

Recommendations and recommendation 
strengths voted on by work group during 
final meeting 

Approved and adopted by simple 
majority (60%) when voting on every 
recommendation 

If disagreement, further discussion to 
whether the disagreement could be 
resolved 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Voting on the Recommendations The recommendations and their strength were voted on by the work group members during the final meeting. If disagreement between the work group occurred, further discussion, and up to three rounds of voting were conducted by the work group to resolve the disagreement(s). If disagreements were not resolved following the voting rounds, no recommendation was adopted. 
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GUIDELINE LANGUAGE STEMS  

GUIDELINE LANGUAGE STEMS STRENGTH OF RECOMMENDATION

Strong evidence supports that the practitioner 
should/should not do X, because… STRONG

Moderate evidence supports that the practitioner 
could/could not do X, because… MODERATE

Limited evidence supports that the practitioner 
might/might not do X, because… LIMITED

In the absence of reliable evidence, it is in the opinion 
of this guideline work group that… CONSENSUS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wording of the Final Recommendations To prevent bias in the way recommendations are worded, the AAOS utilizes specific predetermined language stems that are governed by the evidence strengths. Each recommendation is composed using language that accounts for the final strength of the recommendation. For example, wording for a Strong Recommendation would begin “Strong evidence supports that the practitioner should/should not do X, because…”, while a recommendation labeled as Consensus would begin as “In the absence of reliable evidence, it is in the opinion of this guideline work group that…”
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PEER REVIEW     
Guideline draft sent for peer review to 
external experts

Comments and draft of responses 
reviewed by work group members

Recommendation changes required a 
majority vote by work group

A detailed report of all resulting 
revisions is published with the 
guideline document 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Peer ReviewFollowing the final meeting, the guideline draft then undergoes a peer review, seeking additional input from external experts. All peer reviewers were required to disclose any conflicts of interest. To guide which groups participated, the work group identified all specialty societies at the introductory meeting. Organizations, not individuals, were specified. The peer review stage provided external stakeholders an opportunity to provide evidence-based direction for modifications that they believed were overlooked. Since the draft was subject to revisions until its approval by the AAOS Board of Directors, confidentiality of all working drafts was essential. To commence this review, approximately six weeks prior the final meeting, specialty societies were solicited to nominate individual peer reviewers. The peer review period was announced and other interested parties were able to volunteer to also review the draft.  Initial responses to comments that addressed methodology were then drafted by the manager of Department Clinical Quality and Value (CQV) unit. These responses were then reviewed by the work group chair and vice-chair, who responded to all questions concerning clinical practice and techniques, with the CQV director also providing input.  All comments were received and initial drafts of the responses were then reviewed by all work group members. All changes to a recommendation as a result of peer review were based on the evidence and underwent a majority vote by the work group members via teleconference. Final revisions were summarized in a detailed report and were made part of the guideline document.  Following final guideline approval, all individual responses were posted on the AAOS website with a point-by-point response to each non-editorial comment. 



PUBLIC COMMENT      
Following peer review modifications, 
CPG undergoes public commentary 
period 

Comments are solicited from: 

AAOS Board of Directors

AAOS Council on Research and Quality

AAOS Committee on Evidence-Based 
Quality and Value

AAOS Board of Councilors

AAOS Board of Specialty Societies

200 commentators have the 
opportunity to provide input 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Public CommentaryAfter modifying the draft in response to peer review, the Clinical Practice Guideline was subjected to a two-week period of “Public Commentary.” Comments were solicited from members of the AAOS Board of Directors, the AAOS Council on Research and Quality, AAOS Committee on Evidence-Based Quality and Value, the AAOS Board of Councilors, and  the AAOS Board of Specialty Societies.  Based on these bodies, over 200 commentators had the opportunity to provide input on this new Clinical Practice Guideline. 
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FINAL MEETING

The work group is charged with:
 Review of data summaries
 Final recommendation language
 Rationale and risk/harm construction
 Future research 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prior to the Meeting:AAOS staff conducts several webinars with the work group to reiterate their charges and ensure that all relevant literature has been included.Using the PEER tool, work group members are responsible for reviewing the included and excluded literature for their assigned PICO questions. Work group members draft recommendation and rationale for their assigned recommendations to catalyze the final meeting discussion. During the Final Meeting: Each member presents the data findings and their draft recommendations and rationales for their assigned recommendations. The work group discusses data findings and composes the final recommendations and rationales, as needed. The strength of evidence will determine the AAOS predefined language stem that is used for the recommendation. All edits to recommendations, rationales, benefits and harms sections, and future research sections should be completed by the end of the meeting. 



Management of Hip Fractures in the Elderly 
Clinical Practice Guideline Overview 
 Based on a systematic review of 

published studies 

 Addresses low-energy hip fracture in 
patients 65 years of age and older

 Highlights limitations in literature and 
areas requiring future research 

 Trained physicians and surgeons are 
intended users
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overview A hip fracture is a serious issue, with complications that can become life threatening. The risk of a hip fracture increases with age. The elderly are at a higher risk of hip fractures, as their bones tend to weaken with age.  Poor vision, balance issues, and multiple prescription medications can make older people more susceptible to trip and fall, which is a common cause for this type of injury. While this issue can be life threatening, a hip fracture can also diminish the individual’s independence, and shorten their life.  Noticing that this is a serious issue for this population, the AAOS developed a Clinical Practice Guideline on the Management of Hip Fractures in the Elderly.The AAOS guideline is based on a systematic review of published studies with regard to hip fracture patients over the age of 65.  It was not intended to address management of patients with fractures as a result of high energy trauma or those with fractures related to pathologic bone lesions. In addition to providing practice recommendations, this guideline also highlights limitations in the literature and areas that will require future research, and is intended to be used by all qualified and appropriately trained physicians and surgeons involved in the management of hip fractures in the elderly.
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Advanced Imaging      
 Moderate evidence supports MRI as the advanced imaging of choice for 

diagnosis of presumed hip fracture not apparent on initial radiographs 

Strength of Recommendation: Moderate  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleFive low strength studies evaluated the use of MRI to assess for hip fractures in patients with a clinical history consistent with fracture but negative plain films. The included studies demonstrated the ability of MRI to identify fractures, especially in older patients (Chana et al 1). The studies also noted that MRI was able to demonstrate causes of hip pain other than fracture (Harrmati et al2, Kirby et al3, Lim et al 4, and Pandey et al 5).  Only one low strength study (Lee et al 6) was available that evaluated the sensitivity of bone scan in detecting occult hip fractures. Rizzo et al. 7 noted equivalent accuracy when comparing MRI to bone scan in this setting; however, MRI was found to provide a diagnosis earlier (Rizzo et al. 7) than bone scan, with better spatial resolution.  In this study, MRI was obtained within 24 hours of admission and bone scan within 72 hours.  For situations in which MRI is not immediately available, bone scan can be considered (Rizzo et al). 7  In addressing issues of cost and patient discomfort,, three studies showed that a “limited” MRI of the hip could identify occult hip fractures (Lim et al 4, Iwata et al 8, Quinn et al 9); these limited scans were obtained with lower cost and shorter duration that standard MRIs. ��Limited, small studies have examined the use of CT scan in the diagnosis of occult hip fractures.  Due to the quality of existing literature, as well as potential harm with radiation exposure related to use of CT in this setting, this modality was not recommended for evaluation of occult hip fracture.�Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�There are no specific harms associated with this recommendation.� �Future Research�Additional research is needed to clarify the role, if any, as well as accuracy and timing, of bone scan in identifying occult hip fractures. Studies are also needed to clarify the role, if any, of CT in this situation, and the relative accuracy and safety of bone scan vs CT vs MRI for the diagnosis of occult hip fractures.  There needs to be further clarification of the technique and relative accuracy of “limited” MRIs in the diagnosis of occult hip fractures.  � Chana R, Noorani A, Ashwood N, Chatterji U, Healy J, Baird P. The role of MRI in the diagnosis of proximal femoral fractures in the elderly. Injury 2006;37(2):185-189.(2) Haramati N, Staron RB, Barax C, Feldman F. Magnetic resonance imaging of occult fractures of the proximal femur. Skeletal Radiol 1994;23(1):19-22.(3) Kirby MW, Spritzer C. Radiographic detection of hip and pelvic fractures in the emergency department. AJR Am J Roentgenol 2010;194(4):1054-1060.(4) Lim KB, Eng AK, Chng SM, Tan AG, Thoo FL, Low CO. Limited magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and the occult hip fracture. Ann Acad Med Singapore 2002;31(5):607-610.(5) Pandey R, McNally E, Ali A, Bulstrode C. The role of MRI in the diagnosis of occult hip fractures. Injury 1998;29(1):61-63.(6) Lee KH, Kim HM, Kim YS et al. Isolated fractures of the greater trochanter with occult intertrochanteric extension. Arch Orthop Trauma Surg 2010;130(10):1275-1280.(7) Rizzo PF, Gould ES, Lyden JP, Asnis SE. Diagnosis of occult fractures about the hip. Magnetic resonance imaging compared with bone-scanning. J Bone Joint Surg Am 1993;75(3):395-401.(8) Iwata T, Nozawa S, Dohjima T et al. The value of T1-weighted coronal MRI scans in diagnosing occult fracture of the hip. J Bone Joint Surg Br 2012;94(7):969-973.(9) Quinn SF, McCarthy JL. Prospective evaluation of patients with suspected hip fracture and indeterminate radiographs: use of T1-weighted MR images. Radiology 1993;187(2):469-471.
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Preoperative Regional Analgesia       
 Strong evidence supports regional analgesia to improve preoperative pain 

control in patients with hip fracture 

Strength of Recommendation: Strong  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleSix high strength studies (Fletcher et al 10, Foss et al 11, Haddad et al 12, Monzon et al 13, Mouzopoulos et al 14, and Yun et al 15) and one moderate strength study (Matot, 2003 16) showed beneficial outcomes. Six studies inclusive of 593 patients used a prospective randomized clinical trial design to assess the effect of regional analgesia in reducing preoperative pain after hip fracture upon presentation to the emergency department (Fletcher et al 10, Foss et al 11, Haddad et al 12, Monzon et al 13, Mouzopoulos et al, and Yun et al 15).  These studies all used a technique of administration of a local anesthetic that results in temporary loss of nerve function in the fascia iliaca or femoral compartment of the injured hip.  In each study the patients who received this agent reported significant reduction in reported preoperative pain on a visual analog scale.  One of these studies reported improved reported pain at time of administering spinal anesthesia.� �The administration of regional analgesia in these six studies was performed by a different group of providers in each study including: emergency physicians, anesthesiologists, and orthopaedic surgeons (Fletcher et al 10, Foss et al 11, Haddad et al 12, Monzon et al 13, Mouzopoulos et al 14, and Yun et al 15).  All the providers who were administering the analgesia were trained in performance of the specific technique before the study began.  One study found the technique for this type of regional analgesia administration can be successfully taught to medical providers who were inexperienced in these skills (Fletcher et al 10). � �In all of these trials pain recorded with a visual analog score is a reported outcome (Fletcher et al 10, Foss et al 11, Haddad et al 12, Matot, et al 16, Monzon et al 13, Mouzopoulos et al 14, and Yun et al 15).  Reported outcomes in five of the trials were limited to the preoperative episode of care for the studies patients (Fletcher et al 10, Foss et al 11, Haddad et al 12, Monzon et al 13, and Yun et al15). � �Two trials reported effects beyond this initial preoperative period.   One trial reported a reduction in the incidence of postoperative delirium in addition to a reduction in preoperative pain levels in the population who received regional analgesia. Incidence of delirium with the regional analgesia group was 11% (11/102) and 24% (25/105) in the control group [relative risk 0.45, 95% CI 0.23-0.87] (Mouzopoulos et al 14).   The seventh study reported the use of epidural anesthesia administered preoperatively in hip fracture patients with known cardiac disease or who were at high risk for cardiac disease was associated with reduction of preoperative myocardial ischemia events; Adverse preoperative cardiac events occurred in 7 of 34 patients in the control group and 0 of 34 patients in the treatment group [p = 0.01] (Matot et al 16).  � �No complications were reported in these studies using a technique of administration of a numbing agent that results in temporary loss of nerve function in the femoral compartment of the injured hip. However, the consideration of standard risks and benefits of these techniques should be considered when implementing this recommendation.��Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�Risks are equal to those of any regional anesthesia technique.��Future Research�The studies available to date report improved pain scores preoperatively.  Future research should focus on the impact of early regional analgesic technique on patient outcome.  Several important outcomes need to be studied: assessment of total opioid usage pre- and post-op, incidence of delirium during hospital stay, and length of stay; There may be others.  � (10) Fletcher AK, Rigby AS, Heyes FL. Three-in-one femoral nerve block as analgesia for fractured neck of femur in the emergency department: a randomized, controlled trial. Ann Emerg Med 2003;41(2):227-233.(11) Foss NB, Kristensen BB, Bundgaard M et al. Fascia iliaca compartment blockade for acute pain control in hip fracture patients: a randomized, placebo-controlled trial. Anesthesiology 2007;106(4):773-778.(12) Haddad FS, Williams RL. Femoral nerve block in extracapsular femoral neck fractures. J Bone Joint Surg Br 1995;77(6):922-923.(13) Monzon DG, Vazquez J, Jauregui JR, Iserson KV. Pain treatment in post-traumatic hip fracture in the elderly: regional block vs. systemic non-steroidal analgesics. Int J Emerg Med 2010;3(4):321-325.(14) Mouzopoulos G, Vasiliadis G, Lasanianos N, Nikolaras G, Morakis E, Kaminaris M. Fascia iliaca block prophylaxis for hip fracture patients at risk for delirium: a randomized placebo-controlled study. J Orthop Traumatol 2009;10(3):127-133.(15) Yun MJ, Kim YH, Han MK, Kim JH, Hwang JW, Do SH. Analgesia before a spinal block for femoral neck fracture: fascia iliaca compartment block. Acta Anaesthesiol Scand 2009;53(10):1282-1287.(16) Matot I, Oppenheim-Eden A, Ratrot R et al. Preoperative cardiac events in elderly patients with hip fracture randomized to epidural or conventional analgesia. Anesthesiology 2003;98(1):156-163.
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Preoperative Traction       

 Moderate evidence does not support routine use of preoperative traction for 
patients with a hip fracture 

Strength of Recommendation: Moderate  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleSeven moderate strength studies (Anderson et al 17, Finsen et al 18, Needoff et al 19, Resch et al 20, Rosen et al 21, Saygi et al 22, Yip et al 23) compared skin traction to no traction. There was no difference noted between the two groups with regard to decreased pain or decreased doses of analgesia administered. A meta-analysis of the data showed that preoperative traction offered no benefit to hip fracture patients.� �One high strength study (Resch et al 24) showed no difference in pain alleviation and number of analgesics administered when comparing skeletal traction to skin traction in hip fracture patients. However, half of the patients in the skeletal traction group found the application of skeletal traction to be painful.� �Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�There are no known harms of implementing this recommendation.� �Future Research�Future research regarding preoperative modalities to minimize patient pain should be continued to be investigated.� (17) Anderson GH, Harper WM, Connolly CD, Badham J, Goodrich N, Gregg PJ. Preoperative skin traction for fractures of the proximal femur. A randomised prospective trial. J Bone Joint Surg Br 1993;75(5):794-796.(18) Finsen V, Borset M, Buvik GE, Hauke I. Preoperative traction in patients with hip fractures. Injury 1992;23(4):242-244.(19) Needoff M, Radford P, Langstaff R. Preoperative traction for hip fractures in the elderly: a clinical trial. Injury 1993;24(5):317-318.(20) Resch S, Bjärnetoft B. Preoperative skin traction or pillow nursing in hip fractures: a prospective, randomized study in 123 patients. 2005. http://www.nzgg.org.nz/search?search=acute+management;http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/096382805 00055800; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16278188; http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/apl/tids(21) Rosen JE, Chen FS, Hiebert. Efficacy of preoperative skin traction in hip fracture patients: a prospective, randomized study. 2001. http://www.nzgg.org.nz/search?search=acute+management;http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/110381203 10004475; http://informahealthcare.com/loi/occ(22) Saygi B, Ozkan K, Eceviz E, Tetik C, Sen C. Skin traction and placebo effect in the preoperative pain control of patients with collum and intertrochanteric femur fractures. Bull NYU Hosp Jt Dis 2010;68(1):15-17.(23) Yip DK, Chan CF, Chiu PK, Wong JW, Kong JK. Why are we still using pre-operative skin traction for hip fractures? Int Orthop 2002;26(6):361-364.
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Surgical Timing       

 Moderate evidence supports that hip fracture surgery within 48 hours of 
admission is associated with better outcomes 

Strength of Recommendation: Moderate  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleNine moderate strength studies evaluated patient outcomes in relation to timing of hip fracture surgery (Elliot et al 25, Fox et al 26, McGuire et al 27, Moran et al 28, Novack et al 29, Orosz et al 30, Parker et al 31, Radcliff et al 32, Siegmeth et al 33). In many of these studies the presence of increased comorbidities represented a confounding effect, and therefore delays for medical reasons were often excluded.� �The majority of studies favored improved outcomes in regards to mortality, pain, complications, or length of stay (Elliot et al 25, McGuire et al 27, Novack et al 29, Orosz et al 30, Parker et al 31, and Siegmeth et al 33). Although several studies showed a benefit of surgery within 48 hours, one study showed no harm with a delay up to four days for patients fit for surgery who were not delayed for medical reasons (Moran et al 28). Patients delayed due to medical reasons had the highest mortality and it is this subset of patients that could potentially benefit the most from earlier surgery.� �Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�There are no known harms associated with implementing this recommendation.� �Future Research�Future research improving controls for bias relating to increased medical severity of patients delayed for surgery is needed to better identify critical timing related issues regarding patient specific populations.� (25) Elliott J, Beringer T, Kee F, Marsh D, Willis C, Stevenson M. Predicting survival after treatment for fracture of the proximal femur and the effect of delays to surgery. J Clin Epidemiol 2003;56(8):788-795.(26) Fox HJ, Pooler J, Prothero D, Bannister GC. Factors affecting the outcome after proximal femoral fractures. Injury 1994;25(5):297-300.(27) McGuire KJ, Bernstein J, Polsky D, Silber JH. The 2004 Marshall Urist award: delays until surgery after hip fracture increases mortality. Clin Orthop Relat Res 2004;(428):294-301.(28) Moran CG, Wenn RT, Sikand M, Taylor AM. Early mortality after hip fracture: is delay before surgery important? J Bone Joint Surg Am 2005;87(3):483-489.(29) Novack V, Jotkowitz A, Etzion O, Porath A. Does delay in surgery after hip fracture lead to worse outcomes? A multicenter survey. Int J Qual Health Care 2007;19(3):170-176.(30) Orosz GM, Magaziner J, Hannan EL et al. Association of timing of surgery for hip fracture and patient outcomes. JAMA 2004;291(14):1738-1743.(31) Parker MJ, Pryor GA. The timing of surgery for proximal femoral fractures. J Bone Joint Surg Br 1992;74(2):203-205.(32) Radcliff TA, Henderson WG, Stoner TJ, Khuri SF, Dohm M, Hutt E. Patient risk factors, operative care, and outcomes among older community-dwelling male veterans with hip fracture. J Bone Joint Surg Am 2008;90(1):34-42.(33) Siegmeth AW, Gurusamy K, Parker MJ. Delay to surgery prolongs hospital stay in patients with fractures of the proximal femur. J Bone Joint Surg Br 2005;87(8):1123-1126.
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Aspirin and Clopidogrel        

 Limited evidence supports not delaying hip fracture surgery for patients on 
aspirin and/or clopidogrel 

Strength of Recommendation: Limited 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleSix low-strength studies (Chechik et al34; Maheshwari et al 35; Manning et al 36; Thaler et al 37; Hossain et al 38) showed either no difference in outcome or favored not delaying hip fracture surgery in patients on antiplatelet (clopidogrel and/or aspirin) therapy. Previously, some surgeons have delayed surgery for hip fracture patients on Aspirin and / or clopidogrel. This systematic review suggests at worse that there is no advantage to this practice or that in fact the advantage is for patients where surgery is not delayed. The benefit of implementing this recommendation is preventing an unnecessary (unhelpful) delay in performing hip fracture surgery.� �Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�As with all surgical procedures, there are potential risks and complications, including, but not limited to, the possibility of bleeding. There is no data suggesting patient outcome harms will occur with implementation of this recommendation.� �Future Research�Future research with regard to risks and benefits of delayed surgery should include patient oriented outcome measures such as death, return to prior living situation and treatment complications such as transfusions, wound infections and return to operating room. Some of these factors may be addressed with treatment registries. It is also appropriate to address the risks and benefits of delayed surgery for patients on antiplatelet medication specific to this patient population and to quantify risks of those who are on these medicines (e.g. bleeding, transfusions, etc). Appropriately targeted randomized trials would be helpful.� (34) Chechik O, Amar E, Khashan M, Kadar A, Rosenblatt Y, Maman E. In support of early surgery for hip fractures sustained by elderly patients taking clopidogrel: a retrospective study. Drugs Aging 2012;29(1):63-68.(35) Maheshwari R, Acharya M, Monda M, Pandey R. Factors influencing mortality in patients on antiplatelet agents presenting with proximal femoral fractures. J Orthop Surg (Hong Kong) 2011;19(3):314-316.(36) Manning BJ, O'Brien N, Aravindan S, Cahill RA, McGreal G, Redmond HP. The effect of aspirin on blood loss and transfusion requirements in patients with femoral neck fractures. Injury 2004;35(2):121-124.(37) Thaler HW, Frisee F, Korninger C. Platelet aggregation inhibitors, platelet function testing, and blood loss in hip fracture surgery. J Trauma 2010;69(5):1217-1220.(38) Hossain FS, Rambani R, Ribee H, Koch L. Is discontinuation of clopidogrel necessary for intracapsular hip fracture surgery? Analysis of 102 hemiarthroplasties. J Orthop Traumatol 2013.
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Anesthesia

 Strong evidence supports similar outcomes for general or spinal anesthesia for 
patients undergoing hip fracture surgery 

Strength of Recommendation: Strong  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleTwo high strength (Casati et al39, Davis et al40) and seven moderate strength (De Visme et al 41, Honkonen et al42, Koval et al43, Koval et al44, McKenzie et al45, Sutcliffe et al46, and Valentin et al47) studies compared spinal anesthesia to general anesthesia in patients undergoing hip fracture surgery.� �Meta-analysis showed no difference in mortality. McKenzie et al 45 demonstrated a decreased mortality rate at two weeks post operatively in the spinal anesthesia group; however, this difference did not persist at two months.  Valentin et al47, Sutcliffe et al 46, Davis et al 40 and Koval et al 43 did not demonstrate a difference in mortality between the two groups. De Visme et al 41 and Casati et al 39 found no differences in postoperative confusion.� �Casati et al 39, McKenzie et al 45, and Valentin et al47, demonstrated decreased blood loss in those patients receiving spinal anesthesia..  Finally, Koval et al43, Valentin et al47, Sutcliffe et al46, McKenzie et al45, and Casati et al39 all did not demonstrate a difference in hospital length of stay. � �The work group recognizes that anesthetic techniques described in several of these articles which were published decades ago may have changed when compared with modern methods.  In addition, there was significant heterogeneity in the patient populations studied, including multiple studies in which patients were not randomized.��Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�Both general anesthesia and spinal anesthesia carry risks and benefits, which should be assessed on an individual basis. Because both forms of anesthesia appear to have similar mortality profiles, providers can consider specific circumstances that would favor one form or the other for their particular patient.��Future Research�Future research involving appropriately randomized patients may yet delineate which anesthesia technique is more appropriate in this patient population.� (39) Casati A, Aldegheri G, Vinciguerra E, Marsan A, Fraschini G, Torri G. Randomized comparison between sevoflurane anaesthesia and unilateral spinal anaesthesia in elderly patients undergoing orthopaedic surgery. Eur J Anaesthesiol 2003;20(8):640-646.(40) Davis FM, Laurenson VG. Spinal anaesthesia or general anaesthesia for emergency hip surgery in elderly patients. Anaesth Intensive Care 1981;9(4):352-358.(41) de V, V, Picart F, Le JR, Legrand A, Savry C, Morin V. Combined lumbar and sacral plexus block compared with plain bupivacaine spinal anesthesia for hip fractures in the elderly. Reg Anesth Pain Med 2000;25(2):158-162.(42) Honkonen K, Tarkkanen L, Julkunen H. Femoral neck fracture during and after surgery, with special reference to the type of anaesthesia used. Acta Med Scand 1971;189(3):173-178.(43) Koval KJ, Aharonoff GB, Rosenberg AD, Bernstein RL, Zuckerman JD. Functional outcome after hip fracture. Effect of general versus regional anesthesia. Clin Orthop Relat Res 1998;(348):37-41.(44) Koval KJ, Aharonoff GB, Rosenberg AD, Schmigelski C, Bernstein RL, Zuckerman JD. Hip fracture in the elderly: the effect of anesthetic technique. Orthopedics 1999;22(1):31-34.(45) McKenzie PJ, Wishart HY, Smith G. Long-term outcome after repair of fractured neck of femur. Comparison of subarachnoid and general anaesthesia. Br J Anaesth 1984;56(6):581-585.(46) Sutcliffe AJ, Parker M. Mortality after spinal and general anaesthesia for surgical fixation of hip fractures. Anaesthesia 1994;49(3):237-240.(47) Valentin N, Lomholt B, Jensen JS, Hejgaard N, Kreiner S. Spinal or general anaesthesia for surgery of the fractured hip? A prospective study of mortality in 578 patients. Br J Anaesth 1986;58(3):284-291.
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Stable Femoral Neck Fractures         

 Moderate evidence supports operative fixation for patients with stable 
(non-displaced) femoral neck fractures 

Strength of Recommendation: Moderate  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleOne high strength article compared operative to nonoperative treatment for non-displaced femoral neck fractures (Cserhati et al48). The major risk factor for non-operative treatment is displacement. It is unclear if this will lead to a more involved treatment such as arthroplasty with higher risks and if the risk- benefit curve favors this approach. There is unique difficulty in determining a truly non-displaced fracture and what patient will benefit from non-operative treatment. Operative treatment typically provides reproducible results with low risk, earlier mobilization and fewer complications.� �Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�Higher morbidity, mortality, and longer hospital stays have been shown to be associated with non-operative treatment. The benefit of avoiding surgery and anesthesia was contrasted with a failure rate of approximately 20% in the non-operative treatment group that required surgery.� �Future Research�Given high failure rates with non-operative treatment, clinical equipoise is lacking, making a study on non-operative treatment of hip fractures unethical. While there are clearly hip fracture patients with end of life issues who may be appropriate for non-operative treatment, surgical fixation may decrease pain, facilitate hygiene and nursing, and improve mobilization for end of life comfort. � �Special consideration for end of life issues, risks and limited benefits of surgery and the balancing of surgical goals with patient and family wishes.� � (48) Cserhati P, Kazar G, Manninger J, Fekete K, Frenyo S. Non-operative or operative treatment for undisplaced femoral neck fractures: a comparative study of 122 non-operative and 125 operatively treated cases. Injury 1996;27(8):583-588. 
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Displaced Femoral Neck Fractures 

 Strong evidence supports arthroplasty for patients with unstable (displaced) 
femoral neck fractures 

Strength of Recommendation: Strong  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleSix high strength (Davison et al 49, Keating et al 50, Johansson et al 51, Bray et al 52, Frihagen et al 53, and Sikorski et al 54) and 19 moderate-strength studies (Ravikumar et al 55, Rogmark et al 56, Tidermark et al 57, Chammout et al 58, Bacharach-Lindstrom et al 59, Calder et al 60, El-Abed et al 61, Johansson  et al 62, Johansson et al 63, Jonsson et al 64, Mouzopoulos et al 65, Neander et al 66, Parker et al 67, Parker et al 68, Parker et al 69, Roden et al 70, Skinner et al 71, Van Dortmont et al 72,  Waaler Bjornelv et al 73) directly compared arthroplasty (hemi- and/or total hip arthroplasty) to internal fixation for the treatment of unstable/displaced (Garden III and IV) femoral neck fractures in elderly patients. These studies consistently reported better outcomes (reoperation rate, pain scores, functional status, and/or complication rate) for patients in whom internal fixation was avoided as the treatment of choice.  A decreased rate of reoperation among patients treated with arthroplasty was the most consistent finding across the studies. A meta-analysis on patients treated with hemiarthroplasty demonstrated no statistically significant difference in mortality (Figure 4).� �Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�The benefit of implementing this recommendation will be the avoidance of reoperations in this frail patient population.  This has implications on cost savings to society.��Future Research�Future studies should help to identify patient populations who may benefit from less invasive treatment.�� (49) Davison JN, Calder SJ, Anderson GH et al. Treatment for displaced intracapsular fracture of the proximal femur. A prospective, randomised trial in patients aged 65 to 79 years. The Journal of bone and joint surgery British volume 2001;83):206-212.(50) Keating JF, Grant A, Masson M, Scott NW, Forbes JF. Displaced intracapsular hip fractures in fit, older people: a randomised comparison of reduction and fixation, bipolar hemiarthroplasty and total hip arthroplasty. Health Technol Assess 2005;9(41):iii-x, 1.(51) Johansson T, Jacobsson SA, Ivarsson I, Knutsson A, Wahlstrom O. Internal fixation versus total hip arthroplasty in the treatment of displaced femoral neck fractures: a prospective randomized study of 100 hips. Acta Orthop Scand 2000;71(6):597-602.(52) Bray TJ, Smith-Hoefer E, Hooper A, Timmerman L. The displaced femoral neck fracture. Internal fixation versus bipolar endoprosthesis. Results of a prospective, randomized comparison. Clin Orthop Relat Res 1988;(230):127-140.(53) Frihagen F, Nordsletten L, Madsen JE. Hemiarthroplasty or internal fixation for intracapsular displaced femoral neck fractures: randomised controlled trial. BMJ 2007;335(7632):1251-1254.(54) Sikorski JM, Barrington R. Internal fixation versus hemiarthroplasty for the displaced subcapital fracture of the femur. A prospective randomised study. J Bone Joint Surg Br 1981;63-B(3):357-361.(55) Ravikumar KJ, Marsh G. Internal fixation versus hemiarthroplasty versus total hip arthroplasty for displaced subcapital fractures of femur--13 year results of a prospective randomised study. Injury 2000;31(10):793-797.(56) Rogmark C, Carlsson A, Johnell O, Sernbo I. A prospective randomised trial of internal fixation versus arthroplasty for displaced fractures of the neck of the femur. Functional outcome for 450 patients at two years. J Bone Joint Surg Br 2002;84(2):183-188.(57) Tidermark J, Ponzer S, Svensson O, Soderqvist A, Tornkvist H. Internal fixation compared with total hip replacement for displaced femoral neck fractures in the elderly. A randomised, controlled trial. J Bone Joint Surg Br 2003;85(3):380-388.(58) Chammout GK, Mukka SS, Carlsson T, Neander GF, Helge Stark AW, Skoldenberg OG. Total Hip Replacement Versus Open Reduction and Internal Fixation of Displaced Femoral Neck Fractures: A Randomized Long-Term Follow-up Study. J Bone Joint Surg Am 2012.(59) Bachrach-Lindstrom M, Johansson T, Unosson M, Ek AC, Wahlstrom O. Nutritional status and functional capacity after femoral neck fractures: a prospective randomized one-year follow-up study. Aging (Milano ) 2000;12(5):366-374.(60) Calder SJ, Anderson GH, Harper WM, Jagger C, Gregg PJ. A subjective health indicator for follow-up. A randomised trial after treatment of displaced intracapsular hip fractures. J Bone Joint Surg Br 1995;77(3):494-496.(61) El-Abed K, McGuinness A, Brunner J, Dallovedova P, O'Connor P, Kennedy JG. Comparison of outcomes following uncemented hemiarthroplasty and dynamic hip screw in the treatment of displaced subcapital hip fractures in patients aged greater than 70 years. Acta Orthop Belg 2005;71(1):48-54.(62) Johansson T, Risto O, Knutsson A, Wahlstrom O. Heterotopic ossification following internal fixation or arthroplasty for displaced femoral neck fractures: a prospective randomized study. Int Orthop 2001;25(4):223-225.(63) Johansson T, Bachrach-Lindstrom M, Aspenberg P, Jonsson D, Wahlstrom O. The total costs of a displaced femoral neck fracture: comparison of internal fixation and total hip replacement. A randomised study of 146 hips. Int Orthop 2006;30(1):1-6.(64) Jonsson B, Sernbo I, Carlsson A, Fredin H, Johnell O. Social function after cervical hip fracture. A comparison of hook-pins and total hip replacement in 47 patients. Acta Orthop Scand 1996;67(5):431-434.(65) Mouzopoulos G, Stamatakos M, Arabatzi H et al. The four-year functional result after a displaced subcapital hip fracture treated with three different surgical options. Int Orthop 2008;32(3):367-373.(66) Neander G, Adolphson P, von SK, Dahlborn M, Dalen N. Bone and muscle mass after femoral neck fracture. A controlled quantitative computed tomography study of osteosynthesis versus primary total hip arthroplasty. Arch Orthop Trauma Surg 1997;116(8):470-474.(67) Parker MJ. Internal fixation or arthroplasty for displaced subcapital fractures in the elderly? Injury 1992;23(8):521-524.(68) Parker MJ, Khan RJ, Crawford J, Pryor GA. Hemiarthroplasty versus internal fixation for displaced intracapsular hip fractures in the elderly. A randomised trial of 455 patients. J Bone Joint Surg Br 2002;84(8):1150-1155.(69) Parker MJ, Pryor G, Gurusamy K. Hemiarthroplasty versus internal fixation for displaced intracapsular hip fractures: a long-term follow-up of a randomised trial. Injury 2010;41(4):370-373.(70) Roden M, Schon M, Fredin H. Treatment of displaced femoral neck fractures: a randomized minimum 5-year follow-up study of screws and bipolar hemiprostheses in 100 patients. Acta Orthop Scand 2003;74(1):42-44.(71) Skinner P, Riley D, Ellery J, Beaumont A, Coumine R, Shafighian B. Displaced subcapital fractures of the femur: a prospective randomized comparison of internal fixation, hemiarthroplasty and total hip replacement. Injury 1989;20(5):291-293.(72) van Dortmont LM, Douw CM, van Breukelen AM et al. Cannulated screws versus hemiarthroplasty for displaced intracapsular femoral neck fractures in demented patients. Ann Chir Gynaecol 2000;89(2):132-137.(73) Waaler Bjornelv GM, Frihagen F, Madsen JE, Nordsletten L, Aas E. Hemiarthroplasty compared to internal fixation with percutaneous cannulated screws as treatment of displaced femoral neck fractures in the elderly: cost-utility analysis performed alongside a randomized, controlled trial. Osteoporos Int 2012;23(6):1711-1719.
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Unipolar vs. Bipolar  

 Moderate evidence supports that the outcomes of unipolar and bipolar 
hemiarthroplasty for unstable (displaced) femoral neck fractures are similar 

Strength of Recommendation: Moderate  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleOne high strength study (Davison et al 49) and seven moderate strength (Raia et al 74, Cornell et al 75, Jeffcote et al 76, Calder et al 60, Calder et al 77, Hedbeck et al 78, Kenzora et al 79) Kenzora studies compared unipolar and bipolar hemiarthroplasty for the treatment of displaced femoral neck fractures.  All of the included studies showed equivalence in functional and radiographic outcomes, suggesting no significant benefit for bipolar articulation over unipolar hemiarthroplasty for displaced femoral neck fracture. A meta-analysis of mortality at six months and one year show no significant differences between unipolar and bipolar hemiarthroplasty.� �Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�The majority of the reviewed studies reported that that unipolar heads were acknowledged as being significantly less expensive than the bipolar heads without any accompanying clinical difference recognized. �There is no apparent harm associated with implementing this recommendation and cost savings represent a direct economic benefit from the preferential use of unipolar articulations.��Future Research�None needed� (49) Davison JN, Calder SJ, Anderson GH et al. Treatment for displaced intracapsular fracture of the proximal femur. A prospective, randomised trial in patients aged 65 to 79 years. The Journal of bone and joint surgery British volume 2001;83):206-212.(60) Calder SJ, Anderson GH, Harper WM, Jagger C, Gregg PJ. A subjective health indicator for follow-up. A randomised trial after treatment of displaced intracapsular hip fractures. J Bone Joint Surg Br 1995;77(3):494-496.(74) Raia FJ, Chapman CB, Herrera MF, Schweppe MW, Michelsen CB, Rosenwasser MP. Unipolar or bipolar hemiarthroplasty for femoral neck fractures in the elderly? Clin Orthop Relat Res 2003;(414):259-265.(75) Cornell CN, Levine D, O'Doherty J, Lyden J. Unipolar versus bipolar hemiarthroplasty for the treatment of femoral neck fractures in the elderly. Clin Orthop Relat Res 1998;(348):67-71.(76) Jeffcote B, Li MG, Barnet-Moorcroft A, Wood D, Nivbrant B. Roentgen stereophotogrammetric analysis and clinical assessment of unipolar versus bipolar hemiarthroplasty for subcapital femur fracture: a randomized prospective study. ANZ J Surg 2010;80(4):242-246.(77) Calder SJ, Anderson GH, Jagger C, Harper WM, Gregg PJ. Unipolar or bipolar prosthesis for displaced intracapsular hip fracture in octogenarians: a randomised prospective study. J Bone Joint Surg Br 1996;78(3):391-394.(78) Hedbeck CJ, Blomfeldt R, Lapidus G, Tornkvist H, Ponzer S, Tidermark J. Unipolar hemiarthroplasty versus bipolar hemiarthroplasty in the most elderly patients with displaced femoral neck fractures: a randomised, controlled trial. Int Orthop 2011.(79) Kenzora JE, Magaziner J, Hudson J et al. Outcome after hemiarthroplasty for femoral neck fractures in the elderly. Clin Orthop Relat Res 1998;(348):51-58. 
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Hemi vs. Total Hip Arthroplasty   

 Moderate evidence supports a benefit to total hip arthroplasty in properly 
selected patients with unstable (displaced) femoral neck fractures 

Strength of Recommendation: Moderate  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleOne high strength (Keating et al 50) and four moderate strength studies (Blomfeldt et al 80, Hedbeck et al 81, Macaulay et al 82, van den Bekerom et al 83) examined this question.  Though various methodologic issues preclude strong recommendations, the evidence on this question generally demonstrates a benefit to patients who received total hip arthroplasty (Hedbeck et al 81, Macaulay et al 82).  This benefit was largely manifest in lower pain related scores and lower revision rates for acetabular wear.  Mortality rates and infection rates were largely unaffected within the first 4 years after treatment.��However, patient exclusion criteria in some of these studies also reflects the general bias amongst surgeons towards performing total hip arthroplasty in patients who are higher functioning and more likely to be independent community ambulators (Macaulay et al 82). Cautious decision making for lower functioning patients may be justified; studies also demonstrate a higher dislocation rate among total hip arthroplasty patients (van den Bekerom et al 83).��Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�Implementing this recommendation does not result in additional harm in the patient beyond that conferred by usual surgical risk. The choice of appropriate treatment requires discussion of risk and benefit with patients and families.  This may help determine which patients stand to benefit from the superior pain relief and lower likelihood of revision surgery conferred by total hip arthroplasty, and which patients whose preoperative function does not justify a surgical procedure involving greater risks.��Future Research�Further areas of investigation include whether potential delays in surgery occur when total hip arthroplasty is the chosen treatment, and whether this has an effect on postoperative morbidity. Another important but unanswered question is whether the demand for total hip arthroplasty following fracture can be met by surgeons who currently employ hemiarthroplasty, or if the increasing use of total hip arthroplasty by less experienced surgeons will offset potential benefits seen in previous studies.� (50) Keating JF, Grant A, Masson M, Scott NW, Forbes JF. Displaced intracapsular hip fractures in fit, older people: a randomised comparison of reduction and fixation, bipolar hemiarthroplasty and total hip arthroplasty. Health Technol Assess 2005;9(41):iii-x, 1.(80) Blomfeldt R, Tornkvist H, Ponzer S, Soderqvist A, Tidermark J. Internal fixation versus hemiarthroplasty for displaced fractures of the femoral neck in elderly patients with severe cognitive impairment. J Bone Joint Surg Br 2005;87(4):523-529.(81) Hedbeck CJ, Enocson A, Lapidus G et al. Comparison of bipolar hemiarthroplasty with total hip arthroplasty for displaced femoral neck fractures: a concise four-year follow-up of a randomized trial. J Bone Joint Surg Am 2011;93(5):445-450.(82) Macaulay W, Nellans KW, Iorio R, Garvin KL, Healy WL, Rosenwasser MP. Total hip arthroplasty is less painful at 12 months compared with hemiarthroplasty in treatment of displaced femoral neck fracture. HSS J 2008;4(1):48-54.(83) van den Bekerom MP, Hilverdink EF, Sierevelt IN et al. A comparison of hemiarthroplasty with total hip replacement for displaced intracapsular fracture of the femoral neck: a randomised controlled multicentre trial in patients aged 70 years and over. J Bone Joint Surg Br 2010;92(10):1422-1428.
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Cemented Femoral Stems    

 Moderate evidence supports the preferential use of cemented femoral stems in 
patients undergoing arthroplasty for femoral neck fractures 

Strength of Recommendation: Moderate  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleEight moderate strength (Deangelis et al 84, Figved et al 85, Taylor et al 86,Santini et al87, Lennox et al88, Parker et al 89, Sonne-Holm et al 90, Singh et al 91) studies address the question of cemented or press fit arthroplasty in the elderly. Randomized controlled trials have largely failed to demonstrate differences (Deangelis et al 84, Figved et al 85), with the exception of fracture risk, which appears to be higher in press fit stems (Taylor et al 86). This remains an infrequent event in other studies.  In general, both approaches yielded acceptable functional results with low complication rates.��Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�As with all surgical procedures, there are potential risks and benefits which are unlikely to be affected by this recommendation.��Future Research�Long term studies designed specifically to elucidate potential differences in postoperative fracture risk between cemented or press fit stems are needed.� (84) Deangelis JP, Ademi A, Staff I, Lewis CG. Cemented versus uncemented hemiarthroplasty for displaced femoral neck fractures: a prospective randomized trial with early follow-up. J Orthop Trauma 2012;26(3):135-140.(85) Figved W, Opland V, Frihagen F, Jervidalo T, Madsen JE, Nordsletten L. Cemented versus uncemented hemiarthroplasty for displaced femoral neck fractures. Clin Orthop Relat Res 2009;467(9):2426-2435.(86) Taylor F, Wright M, Zhu M. Hemiarthroplasty of the Hip with and without Cement: A Randomized Clinical Trial. J Bone Joint Surg Am 2012;999(2):577-583.(87) Santini S, Rebeccato A, Bolgan I, Turi G. Hip fractures in elderly patients treated with bipolar hemiarthroplasty: Comparison between cemented and cementless implants. Journal of Orthopaedics and Traumatology 2005;6(2):80-87.(88) Lennox IA, McLauchlan J. Comparing the mortality and morbidity of cemented and uncemented hemiarthroplasties. Injury 1993;24(3):185-186.(89) Parker MI, Pryor G, Gurusamy K. Cemented versus uncemented hemiarthroplasty for intracapsular hip fractures: A randomised controlled trial in 400 patients. J Bone Joint Surg Br 2010;92(1):116-122.(90) Sonne HS, Walter S, Jensen JS. Moore hemi-arthroplasty with an without bone cement in femoral neck fractures. A clinical controlled trial. Acta Orthop Scand 1982;53(6):953-956.(91) Singh GK, Deshmukh RG. Uncemented Austin-Moore and cemented Thompson unipolar hemiarthroplasty for displaced fracture neck of femur--comparison of complications and patient satisfaction. Injury 2006;37(2):169-174.
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Surgical Approach     

 Moderate evidence supports higher dislocation rates with a posterior approach 
in the treatment of displaced femoral neck fractures with hip arthroplasty 

Strength of Recommendation: Moderate  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleTwo moderate strength articles (Bieber et al 92 and Skoldenberg et al93) compared the posterior approach to the direct lateral approach for arthroplasty in femoral neck fracture surgery.   Alternative nomenclature for the posterior approach to the hip identified in the literature includes the Southern, the posterior, the Moore or the dorsal approach.  Similarly, the direct lateral approach can also be called the anterolateral, the transgluteal or more commonly the Modified Hardinge approach.  While neither of the included studies specifically addressed any functional outcomes, they both demonstrated statistically significant differences in dislocation rates, favoring the Modified Hardinge approach.  � �Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�There is no inherent harm in either approach or any associated complications other than the primary outcome of dislocation of the prosthesis postoperatively. This information should be considered in the context of both patient and surgeon specific factors when deciding on a surgical approach.� �Future Research�The existing evidence only compares posterior and lateral approaches and only allows comparison of dislocation as the primary end point.  Future well designed RCTs should include a comparison of the increasingly popular anterior approach with either the posterior and/or the lateral approach.  Any future studies related to surgical approach should also include functional data associated with the approaches.  This may have important implications for patient selection and recovery needs such as assistive devices or therapy needs.� � (92) Bieber R, Brem M, Singler K, Moellers M, Sieber C, Bail HJ. Dorsal versus transgluteal approach for hip hemiarthroplasty: an analysis of early complications in seven hundred and four consecutive cases. Int Orthop 2012;36(11):2219-2223.(93) Skoldenberg O, Ekman A, Salemyr M, Boden H. Reduced dislocation rate after hip arthroplasty for femoral neck fractures when changing from posterolateral to anterolateral approach. Acta Orthop 2010;81(5):583-587.
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Stable Intertrochanteric Fractures 

 Moderate evidence supports the use of either a sliding hip screw or a 
cephalomedullary device in patients with stable intertrochanteric fractures 

Strength of Recommendation: Moderate  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleOne high quality (Ahrengart et al94) and two moderate strength (Utrilla et al 95, Varela et al96) studies compared the use of an extramedullary sliding hip screw device with a cephalomedullary device for stable intertrochanteric fractures.  The high strength study compared a cephalomedullary device and sliding hip screw in both stable and unstable intertrochanteric fractures (Ahrengart et al 94).  Subgroup evaluation of the stable fractures favored the use of a sliding hip screw with respect to operative time and blood loss. One moderate strength study (Utrilla et al 95) found no difference in walking ability with either a sliding hip screw or cephalomedullary nail for the stable intertrochanteric fractures. The other moderate strength study (Varela et al96) found no difference in functional outcome, hospital stay, fracture collapse, or mortality between a cephalomedullary nail and an extramedullary sliding hip screw and plate device that offers two points of fixation into the femoral head. � �Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�There are no known harms associated with implementing this recommendation.� �Future Research�Randomized, prospective trials comparing modern cephalomedullary nails with extramedullary devices in a large cohort of patients with only stable intertrochanteric fractures (OTA 31.A1) should specifically assess functional outcomes, radiographic parameters, complications, and cost. These studies should control for patient demographics as well as quality of fracture reduction and placement of fixation (tip-to-apex distance). The potential difficulty with conversion to total hip arthroplasty for failed fracture treatment also should be considered when comparing fixation methods.� (94) Ahrengart L, Tornkvist H, Fornander P et al. A randomized study of the compression hip screw and Gamma nail in 426 fractures. Clin Orthop Relat Res 2002;(401):209-222.(95) Utrilla AL, Reig JS, Munoz FM, Tufanisco CB. Trochanteric gamma nail and compression hip screw for trochanteric fractures: a randomized, prospective, comparative study in 210 elderly patients with a new design of the gamma nail. J Orthop Trauma 2005;19(4):229-233.(96) Varela-Egocheaga JR, Iglesias-Colao R, Suarez-Suarez MA, Fernandez-Villan M, Gonzalez-Sastre V, Murcia-Mazon A. Minimally invasive osteosynthesis in stable trochanteric fractures: a comparative study between Gotfried percutaneous compression plate and Gamma 3 intramedullary nail. Arch Orthop Trauma Surg 2009;129(10):1401-1407.
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Unstable Intertrochanteric Fractures 

 Moderate evidence supports using a cephalomedullary device for the treatment of 
patients with unstable intertrochanteric fractures 

Strength of Recommendation: Moderate  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleFive moderate (Adams et al 102, Knobe et al 103, Papasimos 2005 104,Utrilla et al 95, Leung et al 105) and one high strength (Verettas et al 106)  studies evaluated the use of cephalomedullary devices in unstable intertrochanteric fractures with a separate lesser trochanteric fragment but no subtrochanteric involvement (OTA 31.A2).   Although many studies have been done, the variability of fracture classification systems and implants used makes interpretation of the literature challenging.    Evaluation of these studies shows moderate strength evidence supporting the treatment benefit of cephalomedullary devices for unstable intertrochanteric fractures.  � �Two moderate strength studies (Utrilla et al 95; Leung et al 105) recommended a cephalomedullary device over sliding hip screw. Utrilla et al 95 found improved postoperative walking ability and fewer blood transfusions in the cephalomedullary group. Leung et al. 105 showed no difference in mortality or ultimate hip function but did show a shorter convalescence in the cephalomedullary cohort.  A high strength study (Verettas et al 106) found no difference in pain and the systemic physiologic responses (O2 requirement, mental status, hematocrit) between treatment with a either sliding hip screw or a cephalomedullary device for this fracture pattern.  Similarly, a moderate strength study (Knobe et al 103) found similar mortality and functional results between an extramedullary and a cephalomedullary device. Papasimos et al 104 conducted a moderate strength study evaluating treatment with a sliding hip screw and two different cephalomedullary devices showing no difference between devices with respect to ultimate fracture consolidation and a return to pre-fracture level of function.  Adams et al 102 conducted a moderate strength comparative study evaluating a cephalomedullary device to an extramedullary plate and screw including 31.A1, 31.A2 and 31.A3 fractures and found the use of an intramedullary device in the treatment of intertrochanteric femoral fractures is associated with a higher but nonsignificant risk of postoperative complications.  By controlling for TAD, there was found to be no statistical difference in the performance of the implants when looking at fracture stability.� �Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�There are no known harms associated with implementing this recommendation� �Future Research�The current trend for increasing use of cephalomedullary devices in the treatment of intertrochanteric fractures (Yli-Kyyny, Injury 2012; 2008, Jeffery Anglen, JBJS) in the absence of strong supporting evidence as well as the recent concerns regarding increased complication rates with conversion of failed cephalomedullary implants to total hip arthroplasty (Pui et al JOA 2013) warrants caution and further investigation.  High level trials comparing modern cephalomedullary devices with sliding hip screws in a large cohort of patients with intertrochanteric fractures classified as OTA 31.A2 should specifically assess functional outcomes, radiographic outcomes, complications, and cost. These studies should control for patient demographics, quality of fracture reduction, hardware placement (specifically tip-to-apex distance) and the changing experience of practicing surgeons. (102) Adams CI, Robinson CM, Court-Brown CM, McQueen MM. Prospective randomized controlled trial of an intramedullary nail versus dynamic screw and plate for intertrochanteric fractures of the femur. J Orthop Trauma 2001;15(6):394-400.(103) Knobe M, Drescher W, Heussen N, Sellei RM, Pape HC. Is helical blade nailing superior to locked minimally invasive plating in unstable pertrochanteric fractures? Clin Orthop Relat Res 2012;470(8):2302-2312.(104) Papasimos S, Koutsojannis CM, Panagopoulos A, Megas P, Lambiris E. A randomised comparison of AMBI, TGN and PFN for treatment of unstable trochanteric fractures. Arch Orthop Trauma Surg 2005;125(7):462-468.(105) Leung KS, So WS, Shen WY, Hui PW. Gamma nails and dynamic hip screws for peritrochanteric fractures. A randomised prospective study in elderly patients. J Bone Joint Surg Br 1992;74(3):345-351.(95) Utrilla AL, Reig JS, Munoz FM, Tufanisco CB. Trochanteric gamma nail and compression hip screw for trochanteric fractures: a randomized, prospective, comparative study in 210 elderly patients with a new design of the gamma nail. J Orthop Trauma 2005;19(4):229-233. 
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VTE Prophylaxis 

 Moderate evidence supports use of venous thromboembolism prophylaxis 
(VTE) in hip fracture patients 

Strength of Recommendation: Moderate  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleOne high strength study (PE Prevention Trial Collaborative Group107), three moderate strength studies (Moskovits et al167; Xabregas et al168; Morris et al169), and eight low strength studies (Chatanaphutiet al 108; Sasaki et al109; Sasaki et al110; Checketts et al111; Jorgensen et al112; Lahnborg et al113; Kew et al114; Eskeland et al115) were identified comparing various pharmacological prophylaxis interventions to placebo. One moderate strength study (Stranks et al115) compared mechanical prophylaxis to a group that received no mechanical prophylaxis.  These studies show the risk of DVT/VTE/PE complications is significantly less with VTE prophylaxis than control. Most general complications were not significantly different between treatment groups, with the exception of Lahnborg et al113 which found hematoma complications were higher in pharmacological prophylaxis groups. There was no difference in hospital stay and there is some evidence that mortality is less with prophylaxis.� �Given the significant established risk factors for VTE present in this patient population including age, presence of hip fracture, major surgery, delays to surgery,  and the potential serious consequences of failure to provide prophylaxis in the hip fracture population,  it is the recommendation of the workgroup that VTE prophylaxis be used� �Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�Patients with hip fracture are at high risk for deep venous thrombosis and pulmonary embolism. The consequences of symptomatic VTE are significant and include both increased morbidity and mortality. The harms associated with this recommendation include those associated with VTE prophylaxis, bleeding and thrombotic complications.� �Future Research�The issue of VTE prophylaxis in patients who have sustained a hip fracture is complex. There are many unanswered questions that have the potential to have a significant impact on clinical outcomes for this patient population. A multi-armed randomized controlled study would be optimal. Such a study would potentially need to evaluate the comparative effectiveness of a multitude of chemical agents, at different dosages, with multiple time points (such as pre and post-op), and include assorted durations of therapy, while utilizing contemporary diagnostic methodologies. Barriers to such a study include the low incidence of the complication implicating a requirement for a substantially large sample size. Furthermore, such a study carries ethical concerns given the potential risks associated with under-treatment. Potentially, well organized patient outcome registries may ultimately help improve our knowledge in this area.� (107) Prevention of pulmonary embolism and deep vein thrombosis with low dose aspirin: Pulmonary Embolism Prevention (PEP) trial. Lancet 2000;355(9212):1295-1302.(108) Chotanaphuti T, Jareonarpornwatana A, Laoruengthana A. The mortality rate after thromboembolism prophylaxis in the hip fracture surgery. J Med Assoc Thai 2009;92 Suppl 6):S115-S119.(109) Sasaki S, Miyakoshi N, Matsuura H, Saitoh H, Kudoh D, Shimada Y. Prospective randomized controlled trial on the effect of fondaparinux sodium for prevention of venous thromboembolism after hip fracture surgery. J Orthop Sci 2009;14(5):491-496.(110) Sasaki S, Miyakoshi N, Matsuura H et al. Prospective study on the efficacies of fondaparinux and enoxaparin in preventing venous thromboembolism after hip fracture surgery. J Orthop Sci 2011;16(1):64-70.(111) Checketts RG, Bradley JG. Low-dose heparin in femoral neck fractures. Injury 1974;6(1):42-44.(112) Jorgensen PS, Knudsen JB, Broeng L et al. The thromboprophylactic effect of a low-molecular-weight heparin (Fragmin) in hip fracture surgery. A placebo-controlled study. Clin Orthop Relat Res 1992;(278):95-100.(113) Hinman RS, Crossley KM. Patellofemoral joint osteoarthritis: an important subgroup of knee osteoarthritis. Rheumatology (Oxford) 2007;46(7):1057-1062.(114) Kew J, Lee YL, Davey IC, Ho SY, Fung KC, Metreweli C. Deep vein thrombosis in elderly Hong Kong Chinese with hip fractures detected with compression ultrasound and Doppler imaging: incidence and effect of low molecular weight heparin. Arch Orthop Trauma Surg 1999;119(3-4):156-158.(115) Eskeland G, Solheim K, Skjorten F. Anticoagulant prophylaxis, thromboembolism and mortality in elderly patients with hip fractures. Acta Chir Scand 1966;131):16-29.(167) Moskovitz,P.A., Ellenberg,S.S., Feffer,H.L., Kenmore,P.I., Neviaser,R.J., Rubin,B.E., Varma,V.M. Low-dose heparin for prevention of venous thromboembolism in total hip arthroplasty and surgical repair of hip fractures. J Bone Joint Surg Am 1978/12; 8: 1065-1070(168) Xabregas,A., Gray,L., Ham,J.M. Heparin prophylaxis of deep vein thrombosis in patients with a fractured neck of the femur. Med J Aust. 1978/6/3; 11: 620-622(169) Morris,G.K., Mitchell,J.R. Warfarin sodium in prevention of deep venous thrombosis and pulmonary embolism in patients with fractured neck of femur. 1976/10/23; 7991: 869-872
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Transfusion Threshold 

 Strong evidence supports a blood transfusion threshold of no higher than 8g/dl 
in asymptomatic postoperative hip fracture patients 

Strength of Recommendation: Strong  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleTwo high strength studies (Carson et al 116 and Carson et al 117) support this recommendation. Carson et al 116  (FOCUS trial) is the largest (n=2016) and most robust study to address transfusion threshold in hip fracture patients. FOCUS considered patient-centered and clinically important outcomes in a prospective, randomized, multicenter, controlled trial. This study showed that a restrictive transfusion threshold of hemoglobin 8g/dl in asymptomatic hip fracture patients with cardiovascular disease or risk factors resulted in no significant difference in primary or secondary outcomes at 30 or 60 days including mortality, independent walking ability, residence, other functional outcomes, cardiovascular events, or length of stay. Carson’s 1998 trial 117 was also a high strength study and was the pilot study that led to FOCUS. Symptoms or signs that were considered indicative of anemia appropriate for transfusion were chest pain that was deemed to be cardiac in origin, congestive heart failure, and unexplained tachycardia or hypotension unresponsive to fluid replacement.� �Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�Implementation of this recommendation is likely to result in lower transfusion associated complications and cost. There is risk that cognitively impaired patients cannot report symptoms, so special attention to these individuals may be warranted; FOCUS automatically transfused significantly demented patients below hemoglobin 8mg/dl.� �Future Research�Confirmatory studies by other authors would strengthen evidence. Additional studies could further risk stratify and refine transfusion thresholds in subpopulations.� (116) Carson JL, Terrin ML, Noveck H et al. Liberal or restrictive transfusion in high-risk patients after hip surgery. N Engl J Med 2011;365(26):2453-2462.(117) Carson JL, Terrin ML, Barton FB et al. A pilot randomized trial comparing symptomatic vs. hemoglobin-level-driven red blood cell transfusions following hip fracture. Transfusion (Paris) 1998;38(6):522-529.
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Occupational and Physical Therapy 

 Moderate evidence supports that supervised occupational and physical therapy 
across the continuum of care, including home, improves functional outcomes 
and fall prevention 

Strength of Recommendation: Moderate  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleTwo high-strength studies (Ziden et al 118, Crotty et al 119) and five moderate-strength studies (Binder et al 120, Hagsten et al 121, Hagsten et al 122, Tsauo et al 123, Bischoff-Ferrari et al 124) support that rehabilitative therapies delivered across the continuum of care have been shown to be effective in improving functional outcomes in the elderly patient with hip fracture, post-surgery. Binder et al 120 demonstrated a supervised home-based Physical Therapy (PT) program to be superior to conventional care in improving physical functioning and mobility. Hagsten et al’s studies121;122) were moderate strength studies that similarly demonstrated utility of Occupational Therapy (OT) (initiated during hospital stay and continued at home) in improving functional outcomes as measured by Activities of Daily Living (ADL), Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (IADL) and Health-Related Quality of Life (HRQOL).� �Four studies including one high strength (Ziden et al 118) and three  moderate strength (Tsauo et al 123; Bischoff-Ferrari et al 124; Ziden et al 125) studies establish the beneficial effects of home-based PT on functional outcomes such as physical and social functioning, ADLs, mobility, HRQOL and patient satisfaction. In addition, Bischoff-Ferrari’s et al 119 study showed reduction in falls although Crotty’s study showed no change in fall rates; however, they demonstrated that accelerated discharge to home-based PT improved level of independence and physical functioning at same levels as hospital-based rehabilitation.��Risks and Harms of Implementing These Recommendations�The delivery and implementation of this therapy vary, but the benefits of rehabilitative services are demonstrated in a variety of settings and across the continuum of care. There is no harm associated with implementing this recommendation.��Future Research�Further studies to establish more precise dosages and durations of rehabilitative therapies, as well as to determine the most appropriate settings would be beneficial. Further nutritional research needs to elucidate which type of protein supplementation is most beneficial and should clarify risks associated with malnutrition and benefits of supplementation, especially in diabetic patients.  � (118) Ziden L, Kreuter M, Frandin K. Long-term effects of home rehabilitation after hip fracture - 1-year follow-up of functioning, balance confidence, and health-related quality of life in elderly people. Disabil Rehabil 2010;32(1):18-32.(119) Crotty M, Whitehead CH, Gray S, Finucane PM. Early discharge and home rehabilitation after hip fracture achieves functional improvements: a randomized controlled trial. Clin Rehabil 2002;16(4):406-413.(120) Binder EF, Brown M, Sinacore DR, Steger-May K, Yarasheski KE, Schechtman KB. Effects of extended outpatient rehabilitation after hip fracture: a randomized controlled trial. JAMA 2004;292(7):837-846.(121) Hagsten B, Svensson O, Gardulf A. Early individualized postoperative occupational therapy training in 100 patients improves ADL after hip fracture: a randomized trial. Acta Orthop Scand 2004;75(2):177-183.(122) Hagsten B, Svensson O, Gardulf A. Health-related quality of life and self-reported ability concerning ADL and IADL after hip fracture: a randomized trial. Acta Orthop 2006;77(1):114-119.(123) Tsauo JY, Leu WS, Chen YT, Yang RS. Effects on function and quality of life of postoperative home-based physical therapy for patients with hip fracture. Arch Phys Med Rehabil 2005;86(10):1953-1957.(124) Bischoff-Ferrari HA, Dawson-Hughes. Effect of high-dosage cholecalciferol and extended physiotherapy on complications after hip fracture: a randomized controlled trial. 2010. http://www.nzgg.org.nz/search?search=acute+management;http://dx.doi.org/10.1001/archinternm ed.2010.67; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20458090; http://archinte.ama- assn.org/contents-by-date.0.dtl(125) Ziden L, Frandin K, Kreuter M. Home rehabilitation after hip fracture. A randomized controlled study on balance confidence, physical function and everyday activities. Clin Rehabil 2008;22(12):1019-1033.
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Intensive Physical Therapy 

 Strong evidence supports intensive physical therapy post-discharge to improve 
functional outcomes in hip fracture patients 

Strength of Recommendation: Strong  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleTwo high strength (Mangione et al 126; Sylliaas et al 127) and two moderate strength (Allegrante et al 128; Ryan et al 129) studies evaluated benefits of intensive exercise training in elderly patients with hip fracture. Studies support that intensive exercise training administered by physical therapy to patients after discharge from hospital care, improves functional outcomes, leg strength and health status. Sylliaas et al127 found that a 3-month leg-muscle strength-training program, performed at 70-80% 1-Repetition Maximum, administered at an outpatient rehabilitation clinic, showed improvement in balance, mobility and instrumental ADLs in home-dwelling hip fracture patients post-surgery. Mangione et al126 found improved leg muscle strength, gait speed, 6-minute walk distance and physical performance scores with intensive leg strengthening exercise training performed by community-dwelling elderly patients, 6-month post hip fracture. Allegrante et al 128 found that high-intensity strength training along with motivational video and peer support, in addition to usual postoperative care, significantly improved SF-36 scores in the role-physical domain functional performance and social functioning. Ryan et al129 found no significant difference in anxiety/depression scores of recently discharged postoperative hip fracture patients, with augmented in-home therapy compared to conventional care.��Risks and Harms of Implementing These Recommendations�The delivery and implementation of this therapy vary, but the benefits of rehabilitative services are demonstrated in a variety of settings and across the continuum of care. There is no harm associated with implementing this recommendation.��Future Research�Further studies to establish more precise dosages and durations of rehabilitative therapies, as well as to determine the most appropriate settings would be beneficial. Further nutritional research needs to elucidate which type of protein supplementation is most beneficial and should clarify risks associated with malnutrition and benefits of supplementation, especially in diabetic patients.  (126) Mangione KK, Craik RL, Palombaro KM, Tomlinson SS, Hofmann MT. Home-based leg-strengthening exercise improves function 1 year after hip fracture: a randomized controlled study. J Am Geriatr Soc 2010;58(10):1911-1917.(127) Sylliaas H, Brovold T, Wyller TB, Bergland A. Progressive strength training in older patients after hip fracture: a randomised controlled trial. Age Ageing 2011;40(2):221-227.(128) Allegrante JP, Peterson MG, Cornell CN, MacKenzie CR, Robbins. Methodological challenges of multiplecomponent intervention: lessons learned from a randomized controlled trial of functional recovery following hip fracture. 2007. http://www.nzgg.org.nz/search?search=acute+management;http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed /22842835; http://www.kurtis.it/aging/en/previous.cfm(129) Ryan T, Enderby P, Rigby AS. A randomized controlled trial to evaluate intensity of community-based rehabilitation provision following stroke or hip fracture in old age. Clin Rehabil 2006;20(2):123-131.
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Nutrition

 Moderate evidence supports that postoperative nutritional supplementation 
reduces mortality and improves nutritional status in hip fracture patients 

Strength of Recommendation: Moderate  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleOne high strength (Duncan et al)130 and 2 low strength (Eneroth et al)131 and Espaulella et al 132 studies were used to evaluate the relationship between nutritional supplementation and outcomes in elderly patients with hip fractures. These studies report that protein energy malnutrition is an important determinant of outcome in older patients with hip fracture. Use of a dietary assistant decreased death acutely 2.5 times (Duncan et al 130) and at 4 months by half. Duncan et al is the largest randomized control study of nutritional support following hip fracture and the first that includes patients with cognitive impairment (57%). Energy intake in the intervention group (IV x 3d and PO x 7d) provided by supplements (Eneroth et al 131) was optimal in 100% of patients in the intervention group vs. 54% in the control group. Fracture related complication rate was 15% (intervention group) vs. 70% (control group).Greater than 58% of the patients in each group were malnourished on admission. A 20g protein supplement daily with 800mg of calcium did not decrease mortality or increase functional status but significantly decreased complications within the hospital (odds ratio 1.88 in-hospital and overall 1.94 after discharge (Espaulella et al 132).� �Risks and Harms of Implementing these Recommendations�The delivery and implementation of this therapy vary, but the benefits of rehabilitative services are demonstrated in a variety of settings and across the continuum of care. There is no harm associated with implementing this recommendation.� �Future Research�Further studies to establish more precise dosages and durations of rehabilitative therapies, as well as to determine the most appropriate settings would be beneficial. Further nutritional research needs to elucidate which type of protein supplementation is most beneficial and should clarify risks associated with malnutrition and benefits of supplementation, especially in diabetic patients.  � � (130) Duncan DG, Beck SJ, Hood K, Johansen A. Using dietetic assistants to improve the outcome of hip fracture: a randomised controlled trial of nutritional support in an acute trauma ward. Age Ageing 2006;35(2):148-153.(131) Eneroth M, Olsson UB, Thorngren KG. Nutritional supplementation decreases hip fracture-related complications. Clin Orthop Relat Res 2006;451):212-217.(132) Espaulella J, Guyer H, Diaz-Escriu F, Mellado-Navas JA, Castells M, Pladevall M. Nutritional supplementation of elderly hip fracture patients. A randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial. Age Ageing 2000;29(5):425-431.
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Interdisciplinary Care Program  

 Strong evidence supports use of an interdisciplinary care program in those patients 
with mild to moderate dementia who have sustained a hip fracture to improve 
functional outcomes 

Strength of Recommendation: Strong  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleTwo high strength (Berggren et al133 and Marcantonio et al 134), and seven moderate strength (Huusko et al 135; Huusko et al 136; Krichbaum et al 137; Shyu et al138-140; Stenvall et al 141), studies found that an interdisciplinary rehabilitative program achieved better functional outcomes and fall prevention in post-surgical hip fracture patients. The most differences were found in the group of patients having mild to moderate dementia (Huusko et al 135; and Shyu et al 138-140).��The elements of the interdisciplinary rehabilitative programs varied minimally in the studies reviewed. For example, Shyu et al’s study140 included geriatric consultation, rehabilitative services, discharge planning and post-hospital services, while Berggren et al’s 133 study included geriatric assessment, rehabilitation and active detection, prevention and treatment of fall risk factors.��Risks and Harms of Implementing these Recommendations�The delivery and implementation of this therapy vary, but the benefits of rehabilitative services are demonstrated in a variety of settings and across the continuum of care. There is no harm associated with implementing this recommendation.� �Future Research�Further studies to establish more precise dosages and durations of rehabilitative therapies, as well as to determine the most appropriate settings would be beneficial. Further nutritional research needs to elucidate which type of protein supplementation is most beneficial and should clarify risks associated with malnutrition and benefits of supplementation, especially in diabetic patients.  (133) Berggren M, Stenvall M, Olofsson B, Gustafson Y. Evaluation of a fall-prevention program in older people after femoral neck fracture: a one-year follow-up. Osteoporos Int 2008;19(6):801-809.(134) Marcantonio ER, Flacker JM, Wright RJ, Resnick NM. Reducing delirium after hip fracture: a randomized trial. J Am Geriatr Soc 2001;49(5):516-522.(135) Huusko TM, Karppi P, Avikainen V, Kautiainen H, Sulkava R. Intensive geriatric rehabilitation of hip fracture patients: a randomized, controlled trial. Acta Orthop Scand 2002;73(4):425-431.(136) Huusko TM, Karppi P, Avikainen V, Kautiainen H, Sulkava R. Randomised, clinically controlled trial of intensive geriatric rehabilitation in patients with hip fracture: subgroup analysis of patients with dementia. BMJ 2000;321(7269):1107-1111.(137) Krichbaum K. GAPN postacute care coordination improves hip fracture outcomes. West J Nurs Res 2007;29(5):523-544.(138) Shyu YI, Liang J, Wu CC et al. Interdisciplinary intervention for hip fracture in older Taiwanese: benefits last for 1 year. J Gerontol A Biol Sci Med Sci 2008;63(1):92-97.(139) Shyu YI, Liang J, Wu CC et al. Two-year effects of interdisciplinary intervention for hip fracture in older Taiwanese. J Am Geriatr Soc 2010;58(6):1081-1089.(140) Shyu YI, Liang J, Tseng MY et al. Comprehensive Care Improves Health Outcomes Among Elderly Taiwanese Patients With Hip Fracture. J Gerontol A Biol Sci Med Sci 2012.(141) Stenvall M, Olofsson B, Lundstrom M et al. A multidisciplinary, multifactorial intervention program reduces postoperative falls and injuries after femoral neck fracture. Osteoporos Int 2007;18(2):167-175.
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Postoperative Multimodal Analgesia 

 Strong evidence supports multimodal pain management after hip fractures 
surgery 

Strength of Recommendation: Strong  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleFive high strength (Mouzopoulos et al 14, Matot et al  16, Lamb et al  142, Kang et al  143, Gorodetskyi et al 144) and five moderate strength (Bech et al 145, Foss et al 146, Ogilvie-Harris et al 147, Spansberg et al 148, Tuncer et al 149) studies support this recommendation. Neurostimulation, local anesthetics, regional anesthetics, epidural anesthetics, relaxation, combination techniques, and pain protocols have been shown to reduce pain as well as improve satisfaction, improve function, reduce complications, reduce nausea and vomiting, reduce delirium, decrease cardiovascular events, and reduce opiate utilization. There are a large variety of techniques that result in modest but significant positive improvements in many clinical and patient-centered domains with minimal significant adverse outcomes noted. While no particular technique is recommended, using an array of pain management modalities is appropriate.� �Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�Potential risks include medication risks and those associated with the particular procedures or techniques.� �Future Research�Further study is necessary to define which modalities offer the most benefit at the lowest cost and risk. Further study is necessary to determine which combinations offer the most synergy. Additional study is necessary to determine if any particular modality improves functional and system outcomes as well as pain and satisfaction.� (14) Mouzopoulos G, Vasiliadis G, Lasanianos N, Nikolaras G, Morakis E, Kaminaris M. Fascia iliaca block prophylaxis for hip fracture patients at risk for delirium: a randomized placebo-controlled study. J Orthop Traumatol 2009;10(3):127-133.(142) Lamb SE, Oldham JA, Morse RE, Evans JG. Neuromuscular stimulation of the quadriceps muscle after hip fracture: a randomized controlled trial. Arch Phys Med Rehabil 2002;83(8):1087-1092.(143) Kang H, Ha YC, Kim JY, Woo YC, Lee JS, Jang EC. Effectiveness of multimodal pain management after bipolar hemiarthroplasty for hip fracture: a randomized, controlled study. J Bone Joint Surg Am 2013;95(4):291-296.(144) Gorodetskyi IG, Gorodnichenko AI, Tursin PS, Reshetnyak VK, Uskov ON. Non-invasive interactive neurostimulation in the post-operative recovery of patients with a trochanteric fracture of the femur. A randomised, controlled trial. J Bone Joint Surg Br 2007;89(11):1488-1494.(145) Bech RD, Lauritsen J, Ovesen O, Emmeluth C, Lindholm P, Overgaard S. Local anaesthetic wound infiltration after internal fixation of femoral neck fractures: a randomized, double-blind clinical trial in 33 patients. Hip Int 2011;21(2):251-259.(146) Foss NB, Kristensen MT, Kristensen BB, Jensen PS, Kehlet H. Effect of postoperative epidural analgesia on rehabilitation and pain after hip fracture surgery: a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial. Anesthesiology 2005;102(6):1197-1204.(147) Ogilvie-Harris DJ, Botsford DJ, Hawker RW. Elderly patients with hip fractures: improved outcome with the use of care maps with high-quality medical and nursing protocols. J Orthop Trauma 1993;7(5):428-437.(148) Spansberg NL, Anker-Moller E, Dahl JB, Schultz P, Christensen EF. The value of continuous blockade of the lumbar plexus as an adjunct to acetylsalicyclic acid for pain relief after surgery for femoral neck fractures. Eur J Anaesthesiol 1996;13(4):410-412.(149) Tuncer S, Sert OA, Yosunkaya A, Mutlu M, Celik J, Okesli S. Patient-controlled femoral nerve analgesia versus patient-controlled intravenous analgesia for postoperative analgesia after trochanteric fracture repair. Acute Pain 2003;4(3-4):105-108.(16) Matot I, Oppenheim-Eden A, Ratrot R et al. Preoperative cardiac events in elderly patients with hip fracture randomized to epidural or conventional analgesia. Anesthesiology 2003;98(1):156-163.
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Calcium and Vitamin D 

 Moderate evidence supports use of supplemental vitamin D and calcium in 
patients following hip fracture surgery 

Strength of Recommendation: Moderate  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleFour moderate strength studies (Bischoff-Ferrari et al 150, Prince et al151, Harwood et al152, and Chapuy et al153) show benefits of either supplemental calcium, vitamin D or both to reduce fall risk and prevent fractures in the elderly.   There is a high prevalence of vitamin D deficiency among hip fracture patients (Bischoff-Ferrari et al150) and hip fracture patients have a 5-10x increased risk of a second hip fracture and other fragility fractures (Harwood et al152).  In a moderate strength double-blinded study in elderly women with hip fractures  (Bischoff-Ferrari et al), 98% of patients were found to be vitamin D deficient (<30 ng/ml) and hospital readmission rates were decreased by 39% in patients treated with daily supplementation of 2000 IU versus 800 IU vitamin D.  In a moderate strength randomized clinical trial in 3,270 elderly women, Chapuy et al153 showed that supplemental calcium and 800 IU vitamin D reduced the risk of hip fractures by 43% and non-spine fractures by 32% over 18 months.  Another moderate strength 5 year double-blind placebo-controlled study (Prince et al151) showed a reduction in fractures in the elderly population with supplemental calcium carbonate (1200mg/d), but the results were limited due to poor long term compliance.  A randomized controlled trial of hip fracture patients (Harwood et al152) showed vitamin D supplementation either orally or by injection increased bone mineral density and reduced the incidence of falls, with calcium co-supplementation having a positive effect.� �Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�Calcium and vitamin D supplements are generally safe with few side effects. Some studies show that supplemental calcium in adults aged 65 or older is associated with an increased risk of constipation or nephrolithiasis. ��Future Research�Further placebo controlled randomized clinical trials controlling for non-compliance are needed to clarify benefits and risks of calcium and vitamin D supplementation in patients 65 and older, as well as to identify target levels to achieve optimal benefits as there appears to be a dose dependent relationship in outcomes.  Measurement of the serum calcium, albumin, 25-hydoxyvitamin D, and creatinine levels may reveal secondary causes of osteoporosis (e.g. hyperparathyroidism, malignancy, vitamin D  deficiency or chronic kidney disease) and could guide use of calcium, vitamin D, or nutritional supplements which may improve outcomes.� (150) Bischoff-Ferrari HA, Dawson-Hughes B, Platz A et al. Effect of high-dosage cholecalciferol and extended physiotherapy on complications after hip fracture: a randomized controlled trial. Arch Intern Med 2010;170(9):813-820.(151) Prince RL, Devine A, Dhaliwal SS, Dick IM. Effects of calcium supplementation on clinical fracture and bone structure: results of a 5-year, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial in elderly women. Arch Intern Med 2006;166(8):869-875.(153) Chapuy MC, Arlot ME, Duboeuf F et al. Vitamin D3 and calcium to prevent hip fractures in the elderly women. N Engl J Med 1992;327(23):1637-1642.
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Screening

 Limited evidence supports preoperative assessment of secrum levels of 
albumin and creatinine for risk assessment of hip fracture patients 

Strength of Recommendation: Limited 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleThere was one moderate strength (Mosfeldt el al156) and four low strength prognostic studies assessing the effect of albumin levels on patient outcomes after hip fracture surgey (Burness et al154, Forminga et al155, Ozturk et al157 and Lieberman et al158). Low albumin levels had a statistically significant positive correlation with mortality in three studies (Burness et al154, Mosfeldt et al156, Ozturk et al157). Lieberman et al found that a 1 g/DL increase in serum albumin at discharge was associated with an 8.4% improvement on the Functional Independence Measure after rehabiliatation was complete. Finally, Forminga et al155 found that low albumin levels were associated with a higher risk of nosocomial infection and pressure ulcers. ��Three low strength prognostic studies assessed the effect of patient creatinine levels on outcomes after hip fracture surgery (Talsnes et al159, Bjorkelund et al160, Mosfeldt et al156). Talsnes et al159 found elevated creatinine levels on the 1 post-op day significantly increased the odds of mortality, but pre-op levels and day 4 post-op levels were not significant predictors of death. Finally Bjorkelund et al160 did not find creatinine levels of > 100 g/L to be signicantly associated with post-op confusion, in-hospital complications or length of hospitals stay beyond 10 days. ��Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�There are no risks associated with this recommendation. ��Future Research�Further studies are needed to evaluate the importance of pre-op assessment to risk stratify and optimize elderly patients with hip fractures. Measurement of the serum calcium, albumin, 25-hydoxyvitamin D, and creatinine levels may reveal secondary causes of osteoporosis (e.g. hyperparathyroidism, malignancy, vitamin D deficiency or chronic kidney disease) and could guide use of calcium, vitamin D, or nutritional supplements which may improve outcomes. �� (150) Bischoff-Ferrari HA, Dawson-Hughes B, Platz A et al. Effect of high-dosage cholecalciferol and extended physiotherapy on complications after hip fracture: a randomized controlled trial. Arch Intern Med 2010;170(9):813-820.(152) Harwood RH, Sahota O, Gaynor K, Masud T, Hosking DJ. A randomised, controlled comparison of different calcium and vitamin D supplementation regimens in elderly women after hip fracture: The Nottingham Neck of Femur (NONOF) Study. Age Ageing 2004;33(1):45-51.(153) Chapuy MC, Arlot ME, Duboeuf F et al. Vitamin D3 and calcium to prevent hip fractures in the elderly women. N Engl J Med 1992;327(23):1637-1642.
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Osteoporosis Evaluation and Treatment 

 Moderate evidence supports that patients be evaluated and treated for osteoporosis 
after sustaining a hip fracture 

Strength of Recommendation: Moderate  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RationaleThere were two moderate strength studies (Lyles et al161 and Majumdar et al162) and one low strength studies (Gardner et al163) that support this recommendation. Lyles et al161 studied the effectiveness of zoledronic acid versus placebo combined with pre-treatment vitamin D repletion and found that the treatment group exhibited statistically significant reductions in mortality rates, rates of any new fractures, rates of new non-vertebral fractures, or the rates of new vertebral fractures.All participants who had very low 25-hydroxyvitamin D levels or no blood level available  received 50,000 to 125,000 units of vitamin D2 or D3 (orally or intramuscularly) 14 days before the treatment intervention.  All participants then received supplemental calcium and vitamin D daily. Majumdar et al162 was upgraded from a low strength study to a moderate strength study due to a large effect size. Majumdar, et al studied the effectiveness of an osteoporosis case manager for post-discharge hip fracture care.  In this study, those patients who received the intervention had increased chance of osteoporosis evaluation by bone mineral density testing and osteoporosis-specific treatment with bisphosphonates. The Gardner et al163study found no significant differences in mortality or osteoporosis addressed with bone density scan and/or bisphosphonate therapy between the group who received a discussion regarding osteoporosis risks post-surgery and the group who received a fall prevention pamphlet. Hip fractures are a sign (symptom) of osteoporosis, but most patients with hip fractures are not currently evaluated and treated for their underlying osteoporosis.�  � �Risks and Harms of Implementing this Recommendation�A hip fracture is a sign of osteoporosis, but most patients with hip fractures are not currently evaluated and treated for their underlying osteoporosis. Patients who have fractured a hip are at high risk for subsequent fracture and increased mortality. There are very effective osteoporosis therapies that lower the risk of fractures. There are potential benefits for identification of secondary causes of osteoporosis with no known harm associated with this osteoporosis evaluation. There is the potential for “atypical femur fractures” that may be associated with prolonged bisphosphonate therapy. All medications including osteoporosis therapies have potential harms.� �Future Research�Cost-effectiveness research on use of a fracture liaison service in open health care systems would be helpful for evaluation and treatment of osteoporosis and to test whether a fracture liaison service reduces the risk of hip fracture readmission rates after a hip fracture.  Further investigations of the long term patient specific outcomes of bisphosphonate therapies are also appropriate, including assessment of alternative osteoporosis treatments. In addition, the relative roles of the orthopaedic surgeon and the patient's primary care provider in evaluating and treating low bone mass after hip fracture, and how these compare to the use of a fracture liaison service, should be studied.� (161) Lyles KW, Colon-Emeric CS, Magaziner JS et al. Zoledronic acid and clinical fractures and mortality after hip fracture. N Engl J Med 2007;357(18):1799-1809.(162) Majumdar SR, Beaupre LA, Harley CH et al. Use of a case manager to improve osteoporosis treatment after hip fracture: results of a randomized controlled trial. Arch Intern Med 2007;167(19):2110-2115.(163) Gardner MJ, Brophy RH, Demetrakopoulos D et al. Interventions to improve osteoporosis treatment following hip fracture: A prospective, randomized trial. Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery - Series A 2005;87(1):3-7.
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Long Cephalomedullary Nails 

 In the absence of reliable evidence, OTA recommends that long cephalomedullary 
nails be used for subtrochanteric and reverse obliquity fractures 

Strength of Recommendation: Consensus  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following companion consensus statement were developed by panels nominated by the Orthopaedic Trauma Association (OTA) and have been approved by the Orthopaedic Trauma Association and endorsed by the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons for publication:In the absence of reliable evidence, OTA recommends that long cephalomedullary nails be used for subtrochanteric and reverse obliquity fractures 
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Negative Plain Films and Exam 

 In the absence of reliable evidence, OTA recommends that patients with a 
negative physical examination and negative plain films should be evaluated for 
other causes of symptoms 

Strength of Recommendation: Consensus  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following companion consensus statement were developed by panels nominated by the Orthopaedic Trauma Association (OTA) and have been approved by the Orthopaedic Trauma Association and endorsed by the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons for publication:In the absence of reliable evidence, OTA recommends that patients with a negative physical examination and negative plain films should be evaluated for other causes of symptoms 
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Initial Patient Evaluation  
 In the absence of reliable evidence, OTA recommends that patients with a 

presumed hip fracture be initially evaluated with radiographs to include an AP 
of the pelvis and hip and a cross table lateral of the hip 

Strength of Recommendation: Consensus  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The following companion consensus statement were developed by panels nominated by the Orthopaedic Trauma Association (OTA) and have been approved by the Orthopaedic Trauma Association’s Board of Directors and endorsed by the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons for publication: In the absence of reliable evidence, OTA recommends that patients with a presumed hip fracture be initially evaluated with radiographs to include an AP of the pelvis and hip and a cross table lateral of the hip. 
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Future Research 
 Review of published literature does indicate that men and women are different with 

regard to rate of hip fracture incidence, morbidity after hip fracture and medical 
comorbidity profiles 

 Due to paucity of sex segregated data reporting in published 22 research for this 
disease topic, the workgroup strongly suggests that studies publish both overall results 
and sex segregated results 

 Availability of sex segregated results will allow meta-analyzed data by sex, affording 
guideline developers the ability to make specific recommendations for men and 
women, which may lead to improved patient care 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Future research for Hip Fractures in the Elderly should include:Review of published literature does indicate that men and women are different with regard to rate of hip fracture incidence, morbidity after hip fracture and medical comorbidity profiles Due to paucity of sex segregated data reporting in published 22 research for this disease topic, the workgroup strongly suggests that studies publish both overall results and sex segregated results Availability of sex segregated results will allow meta-analyzed data by sex, affording guideline developers the ability to make specific recommendations for men and women, which may lead to improved patient care 
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Future Research – Advanced Imaging

 Additional research is needed to clarify the role, if any, as well as accuracy and 
timing, of bone scan in identifying occult hip fractures. Studies are also needed 
to clarify the role, if any, of CT in this situation, and the relative accuracy and 
safety of bone scan vs CT vs MRI for the diagnosis of occult hip fractures. There 
needs to be further clarification of the technique and relative accuracy of 
“limited” MRIs in the diagnosis of occult hip fractures.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additional research is needed to clarify the role, if any, as well as accuracy and timing, of bone scan in identifying occult hip fractures. Studies are also needed to clarify the role, if any, of CT in this situation, and the relative accuracy and safety of bone scan vs CT vs MRI for the diagnosis of occult hip fractures.  There needs to be further clarification of the technique and relative accuracy of “limited” MRIs in the diagnosis of occult hip fractures. 
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Future Research – Preoperative Regional Analgesia

 The studies available to date report improved pain scores preoperatively. Future 
research should focus on the impact of early regional analgesic technique on 
patient outcome. Several important outcomes need to be studied: assessment 
of total opioid usage pre- and post-op, incidence of delirium during hospital stay, 
and length of stay; There may be others.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The studies available to date report improved pain scores preoperatively.  Future research should focus on the impact of early regional analgesic technique on patient outcome.  Several important outcomes need to be studied: assessment of total opioid usage pre- and post-op, incidence of delirium during hospital stay, and length of stay; There may be others. 
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Future Research – Surgical Timing

 Future research improving controls for bias relating to increased medical 
severity of patients delayed for surgery is needed to better identify critical 
timing related issues regarding patient specific populations.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Future research improving controls for bias relating to increased medical severity of patients delayed for surgery is needed to better identify critical timing related issues regarding patient specific populations.
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Future Research – Clopidogrel and/or Aspirin

 Future research with regard to risks and benefits of delayed surgery should 
include patient oriented outcome measures such as death, return to prior living 
situation and treatment complications such as transfusions, wound infections 
and return to operating room.  

Some of these factors may be addressed with treatment registries.  It is also 
appropriate to address the risks and benefits of delayed surgery for patients on 
antiplatelet medication specific to this patient population and to quantify risks of 
those who are on these medicines (e.g. bleeding, transfusions, etc.).  
Appropriately targeted randomized trials would be helpful.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With respects to surgery in patients on clopidogrel and/or aspirin, future research with regard to risks and benefits of delayed surgery should include patient oriented outcome measures such as death, return to prior living situation and treatment complications such as transfusions, wound infections and return to operating room.  Some of these factors may be addressed with treatment registries.  It is also appropriate to address the risks and benefits of delayed surgery for patients on antiplatelet medication specific to this patient population and to quantify risks of those who are on these medicines (e.g. bleeding, transfusions, etc).  Appropriately targeted randomized trials would be helpful.
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Future Research – Stable Femoral Neck Fractures

 Given high failure rates with non-operative treatment, clinical equipoise is 
lacking, making a study on non-operative treatment of hip fractures unethical. 
While there are clearly hip fracture patients with end of life issues who may be 
appropriate for non-operative treatment, surgical fixation may decrease pain, 
facilitate hygiene and nursing, and improve mobilization for end of life comfort.

Special consideration for end of life issues, risks and limited benefits of surgery 
and the balancing of surgical goals with patient and family wishes.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Given high failure rates with non-operative treatment, clinical equipoise is lacking, making a study on non-operative treatment of hip fractures unethical. While there are clearly hip fracture patients with end of life issues who may be appropriate for non-operative treatment, surgical fixation may decrease pain, facilitate hygiene and nursing, and improve mobilization for end of life comfort. � �Special consideration for end of life issues, risks and limited benefits of surgery and the balancing of surgical goals with patient and family wishes.
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Future Research – Hemi Versus Total Hip Arthroplasty

 Further areas of investigation include whether potential delays in surgery occur 
when total hip arthroplasty is the chosen treatment, and whether this has an 
effect on postoperative morbidity. Another important but unanswered question 
is whether the demand for total hip arthroplasty following fracture can be met 
by surgeons who currently employ hemiarthroplasty, or if the increasing use of 
total hip arthroplasty by less experienced surgeons will offset potential benefits 
seen in previous studies.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Further areas of investigation include whether potential delays in surgery occur when total hip arthroplasty is the chosen treatment, and whether this has an effect on postoperative morbidity. Another important but unanswered question is whether the demand for total hip arthroplasty following fracture can be met by surgeons who currently employ hemiarthroplasty, or if the increasing use of total hip arthroplasty by less experienced surgeons will offset potential benefits seen in previous studies.
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Future Research – Surgical Approach

 With respects to the posterior approach versus the direct lateral approach for 
arthroplasty in femoral neck fracture surgery, the existing evidence only 
compares posterior and lateral approaches and only allows comparison of 
dislocation as the primary end point. Future well designed RCTs should include 
a comparison of the increasingly popular anterior approach with either the 
posterior and/or the lateral approach.

Any future studies related to surgical approach should also include functional 
data associated with the approaches. This may have important implications for 
patient selection and recovery needs such as assistive devices or therapy needs.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With respects to the posterior approach versus the direct lateral approach for arthroplasty in femoral neck fracture surgery, the existing evidence only compares posterior and lateral approaches and only allows comparison of dislocation as the primary end point.  Future well designed RCTs should include a comparison of the increasingly popular anterior approach with either the posterior and/or the lateral approach. Any future studies related to surgical approach should also include functional data associated with the approaches.  This may have important implications for patient selection and recovery needs such as assistive devices or therapy needs
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Future Research – Stable Intertrochanteric Fractures

 Future research should included randomized, prospective trials comparing 
modern cephalomedullary nails with extramedullary devices in a large cohort of 
patients with only stable intertrochanteric fractures (OTA 31.A1) should 
specifically assess functional outcomes, radiographic parameters, complications, 
and cost. 

These studies should control for patient demographics as well as quality of 
fracture reduction and placement of fixation (tip-to-apex distance). The potential 
difficulty with conversion to total hip arthroplasty for failed fracture treatment 
also should be considered when comparing fixation methods.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With regards to the use of either a sliding hip screw or a cephalomedullary device in patients with stable intertrochanteric fractures, future research should included randomized, prospective trials comparing modern cephalomedullary nails with extramedullary devices in a large cohort of patients with only stable intertrochanteric fractures (OTA 31.A1) should specifically assess functional outcomes, radiographic parameters, complications, and cost. These studies should control for patient demographics as well as quality of fracture reduction and placement of fixation (tip-to-apex distance). The potential difficulty with conversion to total hip arthroplasty for failed fracture treatment also should be considered when comparing fixation methods.
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Future Research – Subtrochanteric or Reverse Obliquity Fractures

 Continued comparative studies between modern cephalomedullary and 
extramedullary devices in unstable subtrochanteric and reverse obliquity 
fractures (OTA 31.A3) which control for fracture reduction and implant position 
(specifically tip-to-apex distance) may further clarify the utility of 
cephalomedullary devices for this fracture cohort.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Continued comparative studies between modern cephalomedullary and extramedullary devices in unstable subtrochanteric and reverse obliquity fractures (OTA 31.A3) which control for fracture reduction and implant position (specifically tip-to-apex distance) may further clarify the utility of cephalomedullary devices for this fracture cohort.
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Future Research – Unstable Intertrochanteric Fractures

 The current trend for increasing use of cephalomedullary devices in the treatment of 
intertrochanteric fractures (Yli-Kyyny, Injury 2012; 2008, Jeffery Anglen, JBJS) in the 
absence of strong supporting evidence as well as the recent concerns regarding 
increased complication rates with conversion of failed cephalomedullary implants to 
total hip arthroplasty (Pui et al JOA 2013) warrants caution and further investigation.

High level trials comparing modern cephalomedullary devices with sliding hip screws in 
a large cohort of patients with intertrochanteric fractures classified as OTA 31.A2 should 
specifically assess functional outcomes, radiographic outcomes, complications, and cost. 
These studies should control for patient demographics, quality of fracture reduction, 
hardware placement (specifically tip-to-apex distance) and the changing experience of 
practicing surgeons.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The current trend for increasing use of cephalomedullary devices in the treatment of intertrochanteric fractures (Yli-Kyyny, Injury 2012; 2008, Jeffery Anglen, JBJS) in the absence of strong supporting evidence as well as the recent concerns regarding increased complication rates with conversion of failed cephalomedullary implants to total hip arthroplasty (Pui et al JOA 2013) warrants caution and further investigation.  High level trials comparing modern cephalomedullary devices with sliding hip screws in a large cohort of patients with intertrochanteric fractures classified as OTA 31.A2 should specifically assess functional outcomes, radiographic outcomes, complications, and cost. These studies should control for patient demographics, quality of fracture reduction, hardware placement (specifically tip-to-apex distance) and the changing experience of practicing surgeons.
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Future Research – VTE Prophylaxis 

 The issue of VTE prophylaxis in patients who have sustained a hip fracture is complex. 
There are many unanswered questions that have the potential to have a significant 
impact on clinical outcomes for this patient population. A multi-armed randomized 
controlled study would be optimal. Such a study would potentially need to evaluate the 
comparative effectiveness of a multitude of chemical agents, at different dosages, with 
multiple time points (such as pre and post-op), and include assorted durations of 
therapy, while utilizing contemporary diagnostic methodologies. 

Barriers to such a study include the low incidence of the complication implicating a 
requirement for a substantially large sample size. Furthermore, such a study carries 
ethical concerns given the potential risks associated with under-treatment. Potentially, 
well organized patient outcome registries may ultimately help improve our knowledge 
in this area.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With respects to the use of venous thromboembolism prophylaxis in hip fracture patients, the issue of VTE prophylaxis in patients who have sustained a hip fracture is complex. There are many unanswered questions that have the potential to have a significant impact on clinical outcomes for this patient population. A multi-armed randomized controlled study would be optimal. Such a study would potentially need to evaluate the comparative effectiveness of a multitude of chemical agents, at different dosages, with multiple time points (such as pre and post-op), and include assorted durations of therapy, while utilizing contemporary diagnostic methodologies. Barriers to such a study include the low incidence of the complication implicating a requirement for a substantially large sample size. Furthermore, such a study carries ethical concerns given the potential risks associated with under-treatment. Potentially, well organized patient outcome registries may ultimately help improve our knowledge in this area.
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Future Research  - Occupational and Physical Therapy

 Further studies to establish more precise dosages and durations of rehabilitative 
therapies, as well as to determine the most appropriate settings would be beneficial. 
Further nutritional research needs to elucidate which type of protein supplementation 
is most beneficial and should clarify risks associated with malnutrition and benefits of 
supplementation, especially in diabetic patients. 

 Further studies to establish more precise dosages and durations of rehabilitative 
therapies, as well as to determine the most appropriate settings would be beneficial. 
Further nutritional research needs to elucidate which type of protein supplementation 
is most beneficial and should clarify risks associated with malnutrition and benefits of 
supplementation, especially in diabetic patients. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With respects to supervised occupational and physical therapy across the continuum of care, further studies to establish more precise dosages and durations of rehabilitative therapies, as well as to determine the most appropriate settings would be beneficial. Further nutritional research needs to elucidate which type of protein supplementation is most beneficial and should clarify risks associated with malnutrition and benefits of supplementation, especially in diabetic patients.  In regards to intensive home physical therapy to improve functional outcomes, further studies to establish more precise dosages and durations of rehabilitative therapies, as well as to determine the most appropriate settings would be beneficial. Further nutritional research needs to elucidate which type of protein supplementation is most beneficial and should clarify risks associated with malnutrition and benefits of supplementation, especially in diabetic patients.  
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Future Research – Nutrition and Interdisciplinary Care Programs 

 Further studies in regards to nutritional supplementation to establish more precise dosages and 
durations of rehabilitative therapies, as well as to determine the most appropriate settings 
would be beneficial. Further nutritional research needs to elucidate which type of protein 
supplementation is most beneficial and should clarify risks associated with malnutrition and 
benefits of supplementation, especially in diabetic patients. 

 Further studies on interdisciplinary care programs in patients with mild to moderate dementia 
who have sustained a hip fractures to establish more precise dosages and durations of 
rehabilitative therapies, as well as to determine the most appropriate settings would be 
beneficial. Further nutritional research needs to elucidate which type of protein 
supplementation is most beneficial and should clarify risks associated with malnutrition and 
benefits of supplementation, especially in diabetic patients. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Further studies in regards to nutritional supplementation to establish more precise dosages and durations of rehabilitative therapies, as well as to determine the most appropriate settings would be beneficial. Further nutritional research needs to elucidate which type of protein supplementation is most beneficial and should clarify risks associated with malnutrition and benefits of supplementation, especially in diabetic patients.  Further studies on interdisciplinary care programs in patients with mild to moderate dementia who have sustained a hip fractures to establish more precise dosages and durations of rehabilitative therapies, as well as to determine the most appropriate settings would be beneficial. Further nutritional research needs to elucidate which type of protein supplementation is most beneficial and should clarify risks associated with malnutrition and benefits of supplementation, especially in diabetic patients.  
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Future Research – Postoperative Multimodal Analgesia

 Further study is necessary to define which modalities offer the most benefit at 
the lowest cost and risk. Further study is necessary to determine which 
combinations offer the most synergy. Additional study is necessary to 
determine if any particular modality improves functional and system outcomes 
as well as pain and satisfaction.
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Further study is necessary to define which modalities offer the most benefit at the lowest cost and risk. Further study is necessary to determine which combinations offer the most synergy. Additional study is necessary to determine if any particular modality improves functional and system outcomes as well as pain and satisfaction. 
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Future Research – Calcium/Vitamin D and Screening 

 Further placebo controlled randomized clinical trials controlling for non-compliance are needed 
to clarify benefits and risks of calcium and vitamin D supplementation in patients 65 and older, 
as well as to identify target levels to achieve optimal benefits as there appears to be a dose 
dependent relationship in outcomes. Measurement of the serum calcium, albumin, 25-
hydoxyvitamin D, and creatinine levels may reveal secondary causes of osteoporosis (e.g. 
hyperparathyroidism, malignancy, vitamin D deficiency or chronic kidney disease) and could 
guide use of calcium, vitamin D, or nutritional supplements which may improve outcomes.

 Further studies are needed to evaluate the importance of pre-op assessment to risk stratify and 
optimize elderly patients with hip fractures. Measurement of the serum calcium, albumin, 25-
hydoxyvitamin D, and creatinine levels may reveal secondary causes of osteoporosis (e.g. 
hyperparathyroidism, malignancy, vitamin D deficiency or chronic kidney disease) and could 
guide use of calcium, vitamin D, or nutritional supplements which may improve outcomes.
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Further placebo controlled randomized clinical trials controlling for non-compliance are needed to clarify benefits and risks of calcium and vitamin D supplementation in patients 65 and older, as well as to identify target levels to achieve optimal benefits as there appears to be a dose dependent relationship in outcomes.  Measurement of the serum calcium, albumin, 25-hydoxyvitamin D, and creatinine levels may reveal secondary causes of osteoporosis (e.g. hyperparathyroidism, malignancy, vitamin D  deficiency or chronic kidney disease) and could guide use of calcium, vitamin D, or nutritional supplements which may improve outcomes.Further studies are needed to evaluate the importance of pre-op assessment to risk stratify and optimize elderly patients with hip fractures. Measurement of the serum calcium, albumin, 25-hydoxyvitamin D, and creatinine levels may reveal secondary causes of osteoporosis (e.g. hyperparathyroidism, malignancy, vitamin D deficiency or chronic kidney disease) and could guide use of calcium, vitamin D, or nutritional supplements which may improve outcomes.  
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Future Research – Osteoporosis Evaluation and Treatment  

 With respects to osteoporosis, cost-effectiveness research on use of a fracture liaison 
service in open health care systems would be helpful for evaluation and treatment of 
osteoporosis and to test whether a fracture liaison service reduces the risk of hip 
fracture readmission rates after a hip fracture. Further investigations of the long term 
patient specific outcomes of bisphosphonate therapies are also appropriate, including 
assessment of alternative osteoporosis treatments. 

In addition, the relative roles of the orthopaedic surgeon and the patient's primary care 
provider in evaluating and treating low bone mass after hip fracture, and how these 
compare to the use of a fracture liaison service, should be studied.
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With respects to osteoporosis, cost-effectiveness research on use of a fracture liaison service in open health care systems would be helpful for evaluation and treatment of osteoporosis and to test whether a fracture liaison service reduces the risk of hip fracture readmission rates after a hip fracture.  Further investigations of the long term patient specific outcomes of bisphosphonate therapies are also appropriate, including assessment of alternative osteoporosis treatments. In addition, the relative roles of the orthopaedic surgeon and the patient's primary care provider in evaluating and treating low bone mass after hip fracture, and how these compare to the use of a fracture liaison service, should be studied. 
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Case Study 

An 81-year-old woman presents to the 
emergency department after slipping on the 
ice in her driveway. She reports right hip pain 
and an inability to bear weight. She has no 
prior history of hip pain and is ambulatory 
with the use of a cane. She lives with her 
husband and performs all activities of daily 
living independently. Her medical history 
includes mild senile dementia, hypertension, 
stable coronary artery disease, and a history 
of transient ischemic attack. She is currently 
on low-dose aspirin, clopidogrel, metoprolol, 
lisinopril, and pravastatin.  
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Presentation Notes
Management of Hip Fractures in the Elderly Case Study:Hip fractures are seen in many orthopaedic practices. The American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons (AAOS) Clinical Practice Guideline Management of Hip Fractures in the Elderly is a summary of the available literature designed to help guide the surgeon and other qualified physicians in the management of this condition.  The following case presentation highlights how these guidelines can be helpful to the clinician when deciding the course of treatment.History and Physical Examination:An 81-year-old woman presents to the emergency department after slipping on the ice in her driveway. She reports right hip pain and an inability to bear weight. She has no prior history of hip pain and is ambulatory with the use of a cane. She lives with her husband and performs all activities of daily living independently. Her medical history includes mild senile dementia, hypertension, stable coronary artery disease, and a history of transient ischemic attack. She is currently on low-dose aspirin, clopidogrel, metoprolol, lisinopril, and pravastatin.Physical examination of the right hip shows a positive log roll test and demonstrates pain with range of motion. The patient’s right leg is flexed and shortened. The skin over the hip and thigh is intact with no abrasions, and the knee and ankle are non-tender, with pain-free range of motion. The leg is also neurovascularly intact with good sensation, capillary refill, and pulses in the foot. Radiographs demonstrate a displaced subcapital femoral neck fracture of the right hip (Figure 1). The patient receives an ultrasoundguided fascia iliacus regional nerve block in the emergency department for pain control and is admitted to the hospital for treatment of her hip fracture. Preoperative traction is not used (per the AAOS guideline, “moderate evidence does not support routine use of preoperative traction for patients with a hip fracture”), but the patient is placed on bed rest with use of intermittent pneumatic compression devices. Adequate pain relief is achieved with acetaminophen following the administration of a regional block, which was used to minimize the risk of delirium.1,2 The patient is evaluated by the medicine service; it is determined that she is at acceptable risk for surgery. It is recommended that surgery not be delayed despite the patient’s use of aspirin and clopidrogrel.3 (The AAOS guideline states that “limited evidence supports not delaying hip fracture surgery for patients on aspirin and/or clopidogrel.”)The orthopaedic surgeon has a discussion with the patient and family regarding the overall long-term prognosis of possible decreased mobility and independence as a result of the hip fracture. The discussion also includes the possibility of mortality. After considering nonsurgical treatment measures, the patient makes an informed decision to proceed with surgery based on the quality of life and mobility benefits associated with this method of treatment. The surgeon also discusses with the patient the option of a total hip arthroplasty for the benefit of improved function and long-term results.4 Following consideration of the patient’s relatively low functional demands and lack of pre-existing hip arthritis, as well as the surgeon’s relative inexperience with performing total hip arthroplasty, the decision is made to proceed with hemiarthroplasty because the merits of a more complicated and expensive procedure do not outweigh the associated inherent risks. (The Academy guideline states that “moderate evidence supports a benefit to total hip arthroplasty in properly selected patients with unstable [displaced] femoral neck fractures.”)
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History and 
Examination  

Preoperative AP (A) and lateral (B) radiographs of the right hip of a 
patient demonstrating a displaced subcapital femoral neck fracture.

Figure 1
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The preoperative AP and lateral radiographs of the right hip demonstrate a displaced subcapital femoral neck fracture.
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Management

Postoperative AP (A) and lateral (B) radiographs of the right hip of the 
patient in Figure 1 following cemented hemiarthroplasty

Figure 2
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Management: It is decided to have the patient proceed to surgery on the day of admission because of the improved mobility and mortality outcomes associated with early surgery.5 (Moderate evidence indicates that hip fracture surgery within 48 hours of admission is associated with better outcomes.) The anesthesiologist and patient decide on a general anesthetic after discussing the relative risks and benefits of both local and general anesthetic techniques, as well as the similar outcomes. The patient has a history of difficult spinal anesthesia because of lumbar spine disease. (The AAOS Guideline strongly recommends the use of regional anesthesia “unless a clear and compelling rationale for an alternative approach is present,” which is the situation in this case.) The patient undergoes cemented unipolar hemiarthroplasty without complications.6,7 The surgeon performs an anterolateral approach to minimize the risk of dislocation.8 (Per the guideline, “moderate evidence supports higher dislocation rates with a posterior approach.”) Postoperative radiographs demonstrate good position of the prosthesis without evidence of periprosthetic fracture (Figure 2).Postoperatively, the patient is mobilized. Weight-bearing exercises are introduced as tolerated with physical and occupational therapy. She is placed on low-molecular-weight heparin and continues on clopidrogrel and intermittent pneumatic compression devices because of the high risk of venous thromboembolic events in this patient population. Her admission albumin level was low; the nutrition service is consulted. The patient is started on nutritional supplements following surgery to improve her protein levels and caloric intake (a moderate-grade recommendation). In addition, she is found to be vitamin D deficient, with a vitamin D level of 23 ng/ml (normal, .30 ng/ml); calcium and vitamin D supplementation are initiated.� �Pain is initially well controlled after surgery because of the long-acting regional nerve block. A multimodal pain regimen is also used (a stronggrade recommendation), including perioperative celecoxib, long-acting oral narcotics, acetaminophen, and tramadol, thus minimizing narcotic use to avoid delirium.9 The patient’s hemoglobin level decreases to 8.1 g/dL postoperatively; however, her blood pressure is stable. Although she experiences some transient lightheadedness and tachycardia, this improves with hydration; a transfusion is not given because of the relative associated risks.10 (In the guideline, strong evidence supports a blood transfusion threshold of no higher than 8 g/dL in asymptomatic postoperative hip fracture patients unless a clear and compelling rationale for an alternative approach is present.)� �The patient progresses well during her hospital stay, and an interdisciplinary care program is used with discharge planning, rehabilitation, and posthospital services. (Strong evidence supports the use of an interdisciplinary care program in patients with mild to moderate dementia to improve functional outcomes.) This care program coordinates her transition from inpatient care to subacute rehabilitation and, ultimately, back to her own home with home care. She is prescribed continued supplementation of calcium and vitamin D and is referred for outpatient evaluation of osteoporosis because of her high risk of further fragility fractures (both graded as moderate recommendations in the guideline). She is later started on zoledronic acid treatment.11 Aggressive physical and occupational therapy is used throughout the continuum of care, with a focus on improving balance, mobility, functional activities of daily living, strength, and fall prevention.
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Outcome

 Three months following her fracture, the patient regains independence; 
however, her mobility decreases, causing her to require the long-term use of a 
walker. 
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Outcome:Three months following her fracture, the patient regains independence; however, her mobility decreases, causing her to require the long-term use of a walker. References:� Roberts, Karl C. MD & Brox, Timothy W. MD. (2015). AAOS Clinical Practice Guideline: Management of Hip Fractures in the Elderly. Journal of the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons, 23(2), 138-140. Retrieved from https://journals.lww.com/jaaos/Fulltext/2015/02000/AAOS_Clinical_Practice_Guideline___Management_of.10.aspx. Rosen JE, Chen FS, Hiebert R, Koval KJ: Efficacy of preoperative skin traction in hip fracture patients: A prospective, randomized study. J Orthop Trauma 2001; 15(2):81-85.Mouzopoulos G, Vasiliadis G, Lasanianos N, Nikolaras G, Morakis E, Kaminaris M: Fascia iliaca block prophylaxis for hip fracture patients at risk for delirium: A randomized placebocontrolled study. J Orthop Traumatol 2009;10(3):127-133.Hossain FS, Rambani R, Ribee H, Koch L: Is discontinuation of clopidogrel necessary for intracapsular hip fracture surgery? Analysis of 102 hemiarthroplasties. J Orthop Traumatol 2013;14(3):171-177.Keating JF, Grant A, Masson M, Scott NW, Forbes JF: Randomized comparison of reduction and fixation, bipolar hemiarthroplasty, and total hip arthroplasty: Treatment of displaced intracapsular hip fractures in healthy older patients. J Bone Joint Surg Am 2006;88(2): 249-260.McGuire KJ, Bernstein J, Polsky D, Silber JH: The 2004 Marshall Urist award: Delays until surgery after hip fracture increases mortality. Clin Orthop Relat Res 2004;428:294-301.Taylor F, Wright M, Zhu M: Hemiarthroplasty of the hip with and without cement: A randomized clinical trial. J Bone Joint Surg Am 2012;94(7):577-583.Davison JN, Calder SJ, Anderson GH, et al: Treatment for displaced intracapsular fracture of the proximal femur: A prospective, randomised trial in patients aged 65 to 79 years. J Bone Joint Surg Br 2001;83(2):206-212.Sköldenberg O, Ekman A, Salemyr M, Bodén H: Reduced dislocation rate after hip arthroplasty for femoral neck fractures when changing from posterolateral to anterolateral approach. Acta Orthop 2010; 81(5):583-587.Kang H, Ha YC, Kim JY, Woo YC, Lee JS, Jang EC: Effectiveness of multimodal pain management after bipolar hemiarthroplasty for hip fracture: A randomized, controlled study. J Bone Joint Surg Am 2013;95(4): 291-296.Carson JL, Terrin ML, Noveck H, et al; FOCUS Investigators: Liberal or restrictive transfusion in high-risk patients after hip surgery. N Engl J Med 2011;365(26): 2453-2462.Lyles KW, Colón-Emeric CS, Magaziner JS, et al; for the HORIZON Recurrent Fracture Trial: Zoledronic acid in reducing clinical fracture and mortality after hip fracture. N Engl J Med 2007;357:a40967.
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The AAOS OrthoGuidelines app is an easy way to access Clinical Practice Guidelines right from your smartphone.  Free for both Android and iOS users, this app not only contains all AAOS CPG’s, but also contains Appropriate Use Criteria, guideline case studies, full text pdfs, clinician checklists, impactful statements, along with other useful tools. 
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OrthoGuidelines OrthoGuidelines furnishes the user with easy access to all AAOS guidelines. Guidelines can be sorted either alphabetically, by strength of recommendation, or stage of care.  All CPG’s are able to be located via a single keyword search.  OrthoGuidelines additionally enables the user to view recommendations via abbreviated titles, and enables access to full recommendations and rationale.  The user may likewise interface with PubMed references.
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OrthoGuidelines allows the user to search across ALL Clinical Practice Guidelines and Appropriate Use Criteria via a single keyword search.
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The user is able to access all references for each recommendation via PubMed.



Appropriate Use Criteria Tool
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Presentation Notes
The American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons began developing Appropriate Use Criterias in 2011 as a tool to implement Evidence-based Clinical Practice Guidelines. Appropriate Use Criteria are created to inform clinicians for whom a procedure should be done. This involves using clinician expertise and experience, in conjunction with the relevant evidence, to rate the appropriateness of various treatments in a set of hypothetical, but clinically realistic, patient scenarios.  Users can easily access this valuable tool via OrthoGuidlines.
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 Acute Achilles Tendon Rupture
 Anterior Cruciate Ligament Injuries
 Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
 Distal Radius Fractures
 Glenohumeral Joint Osteoarthritis
 Hip Fractures in the Elderly
 Osteoarthritis of the Hip
 Osteoarthritis of the Knee (Arthroplasty)
 Osteoarthritis of the Knee (Non-Arthroplasty)
 Osteochondritis Dissecans
 Pediatric Developmental Dysplasia of the Hip in infants up to Six Months
 Pediatric Diaphyseal Femur Fractures
 Pediatric Supracondylar Humerus Fractures
 Periprosthetic Joint Infections of the Hip and Knee
 Prevention of Orthopaedic Implant Infections in Patients Undergoing Dental 

Procedures
 Rotator Cuff Problems
 Surgical Site Infections
 VTE Disease in Patients Undergoing Elective Hip & Knee Arthroplasty 
 Tranexamic Acid in Total Joint Arthroplasty (Endorsement)
 Use of Imaging Prior to Referral to a Musculoskeletal Oncologist (Endorsement)

For additional information, please visit 
http://www.orthoguidelines.org/
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